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Products with abuse-deterrent properties can’t do it all, but they 
can make the opioids you prescribe harder to abuse—and make 
all clinicians part of the solution to prescription opioid abuse.

Do you know the percentage of prescription analgesics abusers 

get for free from friends or family members for non-medical use? 

The answer might surprise you.

to responsibleopioidrx.com to learn more. 

©2014 Purdue Pharma L.P., Stamford, CT 06901-3431     A8782-2PG-C  6/14
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New pathway discoveries are uniting 

the cholesterol conversation.

By inhibiting HMG-CoA reductase and reducing cholesterol biosynthesis, statins help lower LDL-C.1  

PCSK9, another important protein involved in cholesterol metabolism, promotes degradation of 

the LDL receptor, thereby increasing LDL-C levels.2 In discussions of cholesterol metabolism,  

the roles of HMG-CoA reductase and PCSK9 should go hand in hand.

Join the conversation at DiscoverPCSK9.com.

HMG-CoA 

reductase is part  

of the LDL-C 

metabolism story1

But PCSK9 

also plays an  

important role in  

LDL-C regulation2

HMG-CoA = 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A; PCSK9 = proprotein  

convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9; LDL-C = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

References: 1. Toth PP. Drugs. 2010;70;1363-1379. 2. Zhang D, Lagace TA,  

Garuti R, et al. J Biol Chem. 2007;282:18602-18612.

© 2014 Amgen Inc. All Rights Reserved. Not for Reproduction. USA-145-100474
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electronic data transfer

 #ONC promises healthcare interoperability 

by 2024 http://ow.ly/Dfdny 

hospital readmissions

RT @cmio: Regarding readmissions, one 

healthcare leader says hospitals are missing 

the obvious http://ift.tt/1DFhFQg 

ebola treatment

#WorldHealthOrganization (#WHO) plans 

on speeding up development & deployment 

of experimental #Ebolavaccines 

http://ow.ly/Do52y 

affordable care act

ICYMI: Doctor’s feeling more positive about 

#ACA in 2014 http://ow.ly/Dfjak

flu treatment

#Fluseason is beginning. Here’s what you 

need to know  http://ow.ly/Ddvj8 

opioid use

An estimated 27 million patients in the 

United States take #opioids for #chronic 

pain. http://ow.ly/DySUR 

fda drug approvals

Here’s a list of #FDA #drugapprovals and 

indications http://ow.ly/DyRW2

Top Headlines 
Now @MEonline

medical societies lobby 

to extend medicaid 

payment parity 

 Groups ask Congress for

two-year extension of funding. Learn 

more at http://bit.ly/1rHigZl

#2 cchit to close up shop 

The Certification Commission for 

Healthcare Information Technology 

says future is too uncertain. Details at 

http://bit.ly/1u2rqq2

#3 desalvo to work two jobs

Former ONC director will continue 

leadership there while working with 

Ebola response team. See the full 

story at http://bit.ly/1wEPMWm 

pa rt  o f  th e 

Medical Economics is part of the ModernMedicine Network, a Web-based portal for health professionals ofering best-in-class content 

and tools in a rewarding and easy-to-use environment for knowledge-sharing among members of our community.

A broad coalition of more than 100 healthcare 

organizations has written to Congressional 

leaders urging them to avoid a ‘primary care 

cliff’ by maintaining funding sources for a variety 

of healthcare-related programs, including the 

National Health Services Corps, Teaching Health 

Centers, and Community Health Centers, that are 

due to expire at the end of the year. Find details at 

http://bit.ly/10FCD3Q      

o n l i n e  e xc lu s i v e

federal health programs 
face funding cut 

immunization resource 
center
Stay up-to-date with the latest developments 
in immunization and vaccination therapies at 
MedicalEconomics.com/immunization

Twitter Talk
Follow us on Twitter  
to receive the latest news 
and participate in the 
discussion.

Me app.  download free today.

Get access to all the benefts Medical Economics 
ofers at your fngertips. The Medical Economics app 
for iPad and iPhone is now available for free in the 
iTunes store. 
MedicalEconomics.com/app
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from the Trenches
Not only is our valuable time, for which we get paid, going to 

waste, but we are so hampered by these [electronic health record] 

systems that effectively the number of patients we are able to 

serve in one day is signifcantly reduced. That...translates into poorer 

care for those we do see and denied access to care for those we don’t.

William M. Gilkison, MD, greenwood, indiana

Not only is our valuable time, for which 

we get paid, going to waste, but we are so 

hampered by these systems that efectively 

the number of patients we are able to serve 

in one day is signifcantly reduced. Tat, to 

me, translates into poorer care for those we 

do see and denied access to care for those 

we don’t. We are forced to spend more time 

focusing on the computer and less time com-

municating with our patients.  

Physician productivity has been severely 

impacted by EHRs as this survey so accu-

rately displays. Before EHRs, I could easily 

see 32-36 patients a day. After implementa-

tion of an EHR that number dropped to 25-

28 on a good day.

Te really disturbing rub in all this is the 

efect on a practice’s bottom line. Forty-eight 

minutes translates into seeing four to six 

fewer patients a day which then translates 

into hundreds of dollars in lost revenue. And 

for all this great technology you only have to 

spend $25,000 per doctor outright and pay 

God-know-how-much monthly to “support” 

the system. And we all know how reimburse-

ment has declined over the years.

Tis whole scenario makes no fnancial 

sense to me. It leads hard-working solo prac-

titioners like me to throw in the towel and 

become an employee of a practice entity, or 

retire as I did. 

good medical care 
requires physical 
contact with patient
After reading Jefrey Bendix’s article,  

“Technology Opens New Avenues for Patient 

Communication” in your October 10 issue, 

I feel that  anyone’s enthusiasm for video 

visits and e-visits should be dampened by 

the lack of physical contact between doctor 

and patient. Inevitably patients will sufer 

and malpractice lawyers will be busy as a 

result. 

Call me old-fashioned, but physical exam 

is important in diagnosis and treatment of 

disease.

Rosalind Shorenstein, MD, FACP

 Santa cruz, california

ehrs make no sense 
financially for doctors
On page 16 of your October 10, 2014, issue  

was an article with the headline, “Physician 

Survey: EHR Waste 48 Minutes Daily.”

Te article states a survey by the Ameri-

can College of Physicians found that “ev-

ery respondent reported losing some time 

each day because of EHR [electronic health 

record] use,” and that the “mean loss for at-

tending physicians was 48 minutes.” Tat 

disturbingly means that more than half of 

the respondents lost MORE than 48 minutes 

a day. Tat really bothers me. Continued on page 14
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from the Trenches

Like Pavlovian dogs, many 

physicians have been conditioned 

over the past 50 years to see the 

threat of malpractice hovering over 

almost every patient that they see. 

Defensive medicine is no longer just 

a reaction, it has become ingrained in 

the minds of most doctors and many 

consider defensive medicine...as the 

standard of care.

Edward Volpintesta, MD, Bethel, connecticut

I am not surprised that easing malpractice 

standards did not change defensive medical 

practices.

Like Pavlovian dogs, many physicians 

have been conditioned over the past 50 years 

to see the threat of malpractice hovering over 

almost every patient that they see.

Defensive medicine is no longer just a re-

action, it has become ingrained in the minds 

of most doctors and many consider defensive 

medicine for all practical purposes as the 

standard of care.

As heretical as that sounds, the point is 

that bad habits are hard to break and it is not 

surprising, in fact it is to be expected emer-

gency rooms have not seen much change in 

defensive medicine.

A new way of dealing with malpractice 

suits is needed, one that compensates pa-

tients fairly but at the same time treats phy-

sicians fairly as well for the current system 

has too many loopholes that permit frivolous 

suits and force physicians to practice defen-

sively.

Special health courts have been discussed 

and should be given more attention by law-

makers.

Edward Volpintesta, MD
 Bethel, connecticut

So the conclusions of this alarming study 

should really upset us as they do me.

Te one’s who really sufer, though, are 

those patients we could see in those 48+ 

minutes who are told we have no appoint-

ment times. It’s a darn shame. Suggestions are 

made to employ a scribe, which is a good idea, 

but I can’t recall there being any CPT [current 

procedural terminology] codes for the work of 

a scribe. Are there?

Oh, well. It’s the way of today’s medical 

world like it or not. EHRs and their propo-

nents are well-intentioned, but computers 

do intrude on our ability to provide good care 

and service to our patients. I fail to see how 

they bring about better care other than if ef-

fective interoperablity can be accomplished. 

To excess, they document data adequately 

and accurately if input is correct. But they 

will never be able to replace the human fac-

tor so important in the doctor-patient rela-

tionship. 

William M. Gilkison MD 
 greenwood, indiana

defensive medicine has 
become standard of care 
for many doctors
Re your article, “Does malpractice reform re-

duce defensive medicine practice?” (Medical 
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constitutes permission for Medical 
Economics, its licensees, and its assignees 
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theVitals Examining the News Affecting 
the Business of Medicine

Study: practice conSolidation, 
hoSpital ownerShip driveS up 
coStS of care

CMS ACO  

initiAtive tO 

bOOSt CAre in 

underServed 

AreAS

A new initiative by the 

Centers for Medicare and 

Medicaid Services (CMS) 

will make it easier for 

small, rural accountable 

care organizations (ACOs) 

to succeed.

CMS says the program, 

called the ACO Investment 

Model, will provide up to 

$114 million in funding 

for as many as 75 ACOs, 

targeting rural and 

underserved areas across 

the country. CMS says the 

upfront funding will allow 

these ACOs to invest in the 

infrastructure needed to 

better coordinate care. 

For ACOs that joined 

the Medicare Shared 

Savings Program in 2012 

or 2013, the application 

deadline is December 

1. For those who joined 

in 2014 or plan to join in 

2016, applications will be 

available in the summer 

of 2015. Visit CMS’ ACO 

Investment Model website 

for application details.

CMS touts the Pioneer 

ACO Model and the 

Medicare Shared Savings 

Program as having saved 

Medicare more than $372 

million. However, recent 

data released by CMS 

shows that some of the 

ACOs within its Pioneer 

program struggled to 

achieve savings.

We saw substantial amounts of concentration  

in the markets we studied, which raises concerns 

about potentially harmful implications for consumers. 

Higher health care spending due to increased prices paid  

to physicians without accompanying improvements  

in quality, satisfaction, or outcomes would generate 

inefficiency in the health care system.”

Te frst study, conducted by researchers at the University 

of California, looked at the total expenditures of 4.5 million 

patients in California covered by a commercial health 

maintenance organization from 2009 to 2012. Te costs 

included professional, hospital, laboratory, pharmaceutical, 

and ancillary services. It found that the average total 

expenditures per patient were 10.3% higher for hospital-

owned practices and 19.8% higher for health system-owned 

practices than those at physician-owned practices.

Te second study examined the costs of 10 types of ofce 

visits in 1,058 counties across the United States. Researchers 

at Stanford University used the Hirschman Herfndahl Index 

to determine the level of competition within the counties. 

Tey found that in the least-competitive markets, private 

provider organizations paid 8.3% to 16.1% more for the same 

service.

Both studies were published in the Journal of the 

American Medical Association.

Small, private practices are increasingly merging 

with larger healthcare organizations, but two new 

studies show that less competition and increased 

hospital ownership of practices may lead to higher 

healthcare costs.
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Read more about ebola:   bit.ly/1yRIZIoSlideShow

The latest outbreak Has been spreading through  
the West Africian countries of Guinea, Liberia, 
Sierra Leone, and Nigeria beginning in March 2014. 

InfectIon Is rare

HealtHcare workers are in a unique position to 

separate the facts from the fears concerning the Ebola 

virus in the United States. Make sure you and your staf 

members are educated about the virus and able to 

answer any questions from patients, and are prepared 

in the unlikely event of an Ebola case in your practice.

Changes and updates to safety protocols will be 

posted frst on the CDC website, so make sure a staf 

member is designated to check the website regularly. 

Te website also features printable infographics and 

posters that can be used to train your staf about 

handling patients who might  have Ebola.

Te American Medical Association has created an 

Ebola Resource Center for physicians and hospitals 

to reference. Te resource center includes a provider 

checklist, created by the CDC,that encourages all 

healthcare facilities to review infection control policies 

and the proper protocol for notifying ofcials of 

potential cases. Te CDC recommends that healthcare 

providers stay alert to patients who show symptoms 

of Ebola and who have recently traveled to one of the 

afected countries. 

rIsK of exposure

Ebola can  be spread 
only through direct 
contact with the 
blood or bodily fuids 
of someone with the 
disease, with objects 
contaminated with 
the virus, or with 
infected animals.*

comes from percutaneous (e.g., needle 
stick) or mucous membrane exposure 
to blood or body fuids, and direct 
contact with a dead body in an Ebola-
afected area without appropriate 
personal protective equipment (PPE)*

incubation period

21 da
YS

U
P

 T
O

Ebola is not contagious during 
the incubation period. 

*According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

These are brief contact with an 
Ebola patient (e.g., shaking hands) 
and exposure to a patient without 
appropriate PPE. People also can 
become sick with Ebola after coming 
in contact with infected wildlife.

101.5˚ F
(38.6˚ c)

symptoms*

Fever higher than

Severe headache 

Muscle pain

Weakness

Diarrhea

Vomiting

Abdominal pain

Unexplained hemorrhage

Symptoms usually appear  
eight to 10 days after exposure, 
but can present anywhere  
from two to 21 days.

3 62 54 7

8 10 139 1211 14

15 17 2016 1918 21

high

low

6,500
Ebola is a hemorrhagic fever thought to come from bats. 
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Whether due to fear of being audited, 
outdated practice workfows, or simple lack of 
knowledge, PCPs too often are billing and cod-
ing in a way that “leaves money on the table,” 
says Boyd R. Buser, D.O., FACOFP, vice president 
for health afairs and dean of the Kentucky Col-
lege of Osteopathic Medicine, and a member of 
the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) edi-
torial panel.

Te “money left on the table” challenge—and 
accompanying fnancial opportunity—will grow 
in 2015, when Medicare will begin paying for 
chronic care management (CCM) services. Te 
relevant CPT codes (99487, 99489, 99490) are 
for managing the care of patients with two or 
more chronic conditions (defned as conditions 
expected to last at least 12 months or until the 
patient’s death) outside of face-to-face visits.

Te CCM codes are time-based, and can be 
billed by the physician as well as other clinical 
staf members. Te codes can only be billed once 
per month per patient, so practices will need to 
track and aggregate all the time spent on rele-
vant activities throughout the month. “It’s going 
to involve pulling some of the clinical staf into a 
process that’s not usually tracked well, because 
it’s not face-to-face care,” says Nancy Enos, FAC-
MPE, CMPA, principal of Enos Medical Coding 
in Warwick, Rhode Island.

new opportunity to bill 
services separately
Te opportunity the CCM codes represent is the 
ability to bill separately for services that previ-
ously were bundled in other codes, and to bill for 
non face-to-face services. Te Centers for Medi-
care and Medicaid Services has proposed a pay-
ment rate of $41.92 for the codes that would be 
paid once per month per qualifed patient. Eli-
gibility to bill for the codes includes additional 
stipulations, including that patients have 24/7 
access to care management services, and that 
the CCM services be delivered using an electron-
ic health record.

When it comes to codes that Medicare is al-
ready paying for, those covering transitional care 
management (TCM)—the management of a pa-
tient’s transition from an inpatient to a commu-
nity setting,—represent an untapped source of 
revenue for many PCPs. First proposed in 2012, 
Medicare began paying for TCM services at the 
start of 2013 under CPT codes 99495 and 99496.

Among their requirements is contact with 
the patient within either two or seven business 
days following discharge, and a face-to-face visit 
within either seven or 14 days of discharge, de-
pending on the complexity of the medical de-
cision-making involved in the patient’s care. In 
addition, the services covered under the codes 
can only be billed once per month per patient, 
and only on the 30th day following the patient’s 
discharge from the inpatient facility.  

barriers to billing 
for transitional care 
Because of the somewhat unusual requirements 
surrounding the codes, “a lot of providers aren’t 
taking the time to report them, because they 
think it’s too cumbersome to keep track of,” says 
Raemarie Jiminez, CPC, CBP, vice president for 
member and certifcation development at the 
American Academy of Professional Coders. 

Te interval between when the patient is seen 
and when the services can be billed has caused 
difculty for some primary care practices, says 
Jeannine Z. Engel, MD, FACP, a frequent lecturer 
on coding issues for the American College of 
Physicians. “Generally when you see a patient 
and there’s some kind of note in your system, you 
drop a bill based on that note,” she says. “But you 
can’t drop a bill on the day you see the patient 
[under the TCM codes], and that’s challenging 
for practices.”

Consultants, and practices that have billed 
TCM codes say two steps are crucial to suc-
cess. Te frst is knowing when a patient is dis-
charged, since that triggers the timetable for the 
other required activities.

new opportunities for billing 
non-face-to-face encounters 

Coding for 2015
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provider, hospital 
coordination is key
“Te key is coordination between the physician’s 
ofce and the hospital,” says David Ellington, 
MD, FAAFP, a family practitioner in Lexington, 
Virginia and a member of the CPT editorial pan-
el. “As soon as the codes came out our practice 
called the administrator of our local hospital. 
Now we get a discharge summary by e-mail the 
day of the patient’s discharge, so we can start 
work on our end and contact the patient.”

Administrators at Via Christi Clinic in New-
ton, Kansas, began working on a system for 
tracking transition care management patients 
in 2013, says Terry L. Mills, MD, FAAFP, medical 
director of patient care systems for Via Christi 
Health, the clinic’s parent entity. Te process, 
which is used at four of Via Christi’s 13 ambu-
latory locations, is overseen by patient care co-
ordinators, who check area hospitals daily to 
ascertain which of their doctor’s patients have 
been discharged.

Via Christi developed a one-page fow sheet for 
tracking relevant dates and recording patient in-
formation such as required therapies and medica-
tion reconciliation. When a patient is discharged, 
Mills explains, the care coordinator begins a fow 
sheet and pulls the patient’s records. Te coordi-
nator tries to contact the patient within 48 hours 
of discharge, as required under the TCM codes, 
and documents the eforts on the fow sheet.

‘the flow sheet drives the whole 
process’
 “Te fow sheet drives the whole process. When 
it is completed, everything Medicare requires to 
bill the code is performed, available, and served 
up to the physician,” he says. 

Mills estimates that the TCM process prevents 
about 50 readmissions annually among the 10 
PCPs at his clinic. “When you do the math, you 
realize the system cost savings are huge,” he says.  

Mills says that he uses the TCM codes four or 
fve times per month in his own practice, with 
about two-thirds billed at the 99495 level and the 
remainder at the 99496. “Te care is more orga-
nized, more understandable to the patient, and 
I’m rewarded as well. So that’s a win-win,” he says. 

Via Christi’s results are not surprising, says 
Ellington. “Te transition care codes are a per-
fect example of how good care comes out of 
good coding,” he says. “Tese codes have focused 
attention on the time when a patient goes home 
from the hospital, and the importance of coordi-
nating care to cut down on readmissions. When 

that work is recognized and rewarded, it gets 
done and gets done well.” 

coding for end-of-life directives
Another non face-to-face service PCPs can con-
sider in 2015 is time spent helping patients plan 
end-of-life care directives, using CPT codes 99497 
and 99498. Code 99497 includes the frst 30 min-
utes of explaining and discussing advance di-
rectives with the patient, a family member, or 
designated surrogate. Code 99498 covers each 
additional 30 minutes of counseling. As of mid-
October, it was not known if Medicare would re-
imburse for the services.

“Conversations like this go on every day 
around the country, and it’s been a problem for 
physicians to bill for them,” if it was the only rea-
son for the patient’s visit, Ellington says. “In the 
past there was no evaluation and management 
code that accurately described that work. Now 
they’ll have it.”

Telehealth is another source of non face-to-
face billing revenue. Since 2000, Medicare has 
paid for some telehealth services, such as ofce 
or outpatient visits, individual psychotherapy 
and pharmacologic management. Eligible benef-
ciaries are limited to those living in rural health 
shortage-designated areas or counties outside a 
Metropolitan Statistical Area. Providers submit-
ting telehealth service claims should use the code 
for the service, along with the modifer “GT.” 

Requirements for billing  
Transitional Care Management services

CPT code 99495

   Face-to-face visit within 14 days of 

discharge from inpatient setting

   Medical decision-making of at least 

moderate complexity

   Communication (defned as phone 

call, e-mail exchange, or face-to-

face) with patient or caregiver within 

two business days of discharge

CPT code 99496

   Face-to-face visit within 7 days 

of discharge from inpatient 

setting

   Medical decision-making of high 

complexity

   Communication with patient or 

caregiver within two business 

days of discharge

The 30-day TCM period begins on the date the benefciary is discharged 

from the inpatient setting and continues for the next 29 days.  

The reported date of service should be on the 30th day.

Source: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Medicare Learning Network
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 the evaluation and management (e/m) 
patient visit is the foundation of most phy-
sician practices, but many practitioners are 
uncertain how to choose the correct Cur-
rent Procedural Terminology (CPT) code for 
an e/m visit, thereby losing revenue.

Te underlying problem is two-fold, ac-
cording to coding experts. First is not un-
derstanding how the coding system for 
e/m visits (CPT codes 99201 through 99205 
for new patients, and 99211 through 99215 
for returning patients) works. Second is in- 
adequately documenting to support their 
choice of code. 

When uncertain what code to use, many 
physicians’ instinct is to avoid risk by down-
coding. When the American Academy of Pro-
fessional Coders (AAPC) conducted a review 
of 60,000 physician billing audits in 2012, they 
found that more than a third of the records 
were either undercoded or under document-
ed. Tat represented an average of $64,000 in 
foregone or at-risk revenue per physician.

“Doctors think from a clinical perspec-
tive, which they should,” says Raemarie Jimi-
nez, CPC, CPB, vice president of member 
and certifcation development for the AAPC. 
“Tey’re not thinking about document-
ing the record to support the codes. Tat’s 
where coders come in, to say ‘I know all this 
is going on in your head, but we need you to 
properly describe it so that you qualify for 
the level of service you provided.’”

complexity level is key 
to coding
As explained in the Medicare Learning Net-
work’s 2010 “Evaluation and Management 
Services Guide,” the correct code for an e/m 
visit generally is tied to the complexity of 
the visit, which in turn is determined by the 
number of problems and the extent to which 
they are addressed.

Tree components determine the appro-
priate billing level for an e/m visit: history, 

E/M coding in practice: Three scenarios
Deciding which level of service for evaluation and management (E/M) encounters can be 
complicated. Presented below are three patient encounter scenarios and level of care judgments 
made by George G. Ellis Jr., MD, FACP, the chief medical adviser for Medical Economics, and Nancy 
Enos, FACMPE, CMPA, a coding expert and principal with Enos Medical Coding, Warwick, R.I.

Scenario 1

Encounter Ellis Enos

A returning patient presents with cough, shortness of breath, 

and wheezing. Physician performs a detailed history of 

present illness/past history/family history, a detailed review of 

systems, and a detailed physical examination. The patient is 

prescribed an antibiotic and steroids, and given an in-office 

breathing treatment.

Encounter should be 

billed as 99214 because it 

includes detailed HPI, ROS, 

review of PMH, family his-

tories, etc., and prescribing 

of new medications. 

Encounter should be 

billed as 99214, based 

on complexity of medical 

decision-making

evaluation and management: 
bill the correct level of care

Coding for 2015

Continued on page 21

Continued on page 21
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examination, and medical decision-making. 
Each of these, in turn, has various levels of 
complexity and sub-components. For ex-
ample, a history can be “problem-focused,” 
“expanded problem-focused,” “detailed,” or 
“comprehensive.” Te proper level of com-
plexity is determined by the presence or 
absence of documentation for four sub-el-
ements: chief complaint, history of present 
illness, review of systems, and past, family, 
and/or social history. 

Te complexity levels for an examina-
tion are the same as those for history, while 
the complexity levels for medical decision-
making are “straightforward,” “low com-
plexity,” “moderate complexity,” and “high 
complexity.” 

Among the three components, medi-
cal decision-making represents the biggest 
challenge in terms of documentation and 
interpretation, says Jeannie Z. Engel, MD, 
FACP, associate professor at the University 

of Utah School of Medicine and a frequent 
lecturer on coding for the American College 
of Physicians. “History and exam lend them-
selves to check boxes and objective quanti-
fcation, whereas medical decision-making 
cannot be so easily quantifed,” Engel says. 

docmuentation is crucial
Te key to supporting medical decision-
making choices—as well as most other as-
pects of coding—is to thoroughly document 
what was done for the patient and why.  En-
gel recommends approaching documenta-
tion in a “problem-based” way. 

“Document the medical issues you are 
dealing with during the visit,” she says. “Not 
only is it good patient care, but it also facili-
tates an external coder or auditor being able 
to pick out the number of diagnoses you’re 
dealing with, which is a major part of medi-
cal decision-making.”

Common examples of not fully docu-
menting decision-making, she adds, are 

Scenario 2

Encounter Ellis Enos

A follow-up appointment. Patient is morbidly obese, with 
diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia. Patient is 
counseled for poorly-controlled diabetes (A1C level=13). 
Physician performs detailed HPI/past medical history/family 
history, detailed review of systems, detailed physical exam 
that includes a diabetic foot exam. Patient is counseled on 
lab results. No changes to patient’s medications.

 Encounter should be billed 

as 99214 because it includes 

detailed HPI, ROS, review of 

PMH, family histories, etc., 

as well as review of labs and 

patient education.

Encounter should be billed 

as 99214, based on

complexity of medical 

decision-making.

Scenario 3

Encounter Ellis Enos

A follow-up appointment. Patient is morbidly obese, with 
diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia. Patient is 
counseled for poorly-controlled diabetes (A1C level=13). 
Physician performs detailed HPI/past medical history/family 
history, detailed review of systems, detailed physical exam 
that includes a diabetic foot exam. Patient is counseled on 
lab results, and placed on insulin due to noncompliance 
with diet.

This encounter should be 

billed at 99215 due to  coun-

seling patient on administer-

ing insulin and its risks and 

benefts, the need for more 

intense glucose monitoring, 

counseling on importance of 

diet/exercise, complications 

of uncontrolled diabetes, and 

risks of hypoglycemia. 

Encounter should be billed 

at 99214 level based on 

complexity of medical 

decision-making The table 

of risk guided the coder to 

“moderate” with prescrip-

tion management, but it is 

not high because the drug 

doesn’t require intensive 

monitoring.

Continued from page 20

Continued from page 20

What level of care would you code them?  Tell us at medec@advanstar.com.
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doctors neglecting to note explicitly that 
they’ve personally reviewed imaging, and 
obtained historical information about a pa-
tient from someone other than the patient, 
such as a family member or caregiver. “All 
these are things we often do as physicians, 
but if you don’t include having done it you 
don’t get credit for it,” she says.

Another common error is confusing 
familiarity with the patient with complex-
ity of decision-making, says Nancy Enos, 
FACMPE, CMPA, principal of Enos Medi-
cal Coding in Warwick, Rhode Island. “Te 
medical decision-making might be at a level 
to support a 99214 because the patient has 
multiple problems and the doctor is looking 
at lab results and they have a medical histo-
ry to support it, they still have a tendency to 
bill it as a 99213 because the patient is famil-
iar to them and is doing well, and they don’t 
want to get into trouble,” Enos says.

Enos adds that the 99213 level should be 
used for “a healthy patient with an uncompli-
cated illness like a virus or sinusitis, not one 

with something like hypertension or A-fb. 
Tat’s much more complicated,” she says.

ehrs can lead to upcoding
Te widespread use of electronic health re-
cord (EHR) systems has in some ways con-
tributed to physicians’ coding problems by 
prompting doctors to document at a level 
beyond what the encounter really requires—
upcoding—says Boyd R. Buser, D.O., FACOFP, 
a member of the CPT editorial panel. 

“Now you start getting beyond the ques-
tion of whether you’ve documented the ser-
vice properly to whether the service you’ve 
documented was medically necessary. And 
that’s where a lot of physicians start getting 
into trouble,” he says.

“Te e/m calculator tool sometimes will 
suggest a code that’s too high just based 
on the information the EHR automatically 
populates,” says Enos. “In the old days, with 
paper charts, auditors would say, ‘If it wasn’t 
documented it wasn’t done.’ Today, my man-
tra is, ‘If it wasn’t done, don’t document it.’” 

LEvEL of CarE Coding  KEy CoMponEnTs

CPT Code Presenting problem Patient history Examination Medical decision-making

99201 is self-limited or minor; the physician typically 

spends 10 minutes face-to-face with the 

patient and/or family

problem focused problem focused straightforward

99202 low to moderate severity; the physician 

typically spends 20 minutes face-to-face with 

the patient and/or family

expanded problem 

focused

expanded problem 

focused

straightforward

99203 moderate severity; the physician typically 

spends 30 minutes face-to-face with the 

patient and/or family

detailed detailed low complexity

99204 moderate to high severity; the physician 

typically spends 45 minutes face-to-face with 

the patient and/or family

comprehensive comprehensive moderate complexity

99205 moderate to high severity; the physician 

typically spends 60 minutes face-to-face with 

the patient and/or family

comprehensive comprehensive high complexity

Source: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
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Financial advice From the experts

Financial Strategies

EffEctivE collEction agEncy usE:  

thE importancE of intErnal policiEs

by RobeRt C. SCRogginS, JD, CPA, CHbC Contributing author

Increasing patient accountability for the cost of 

healthcare means physician practices likely will need 

to improve their internal collection processes and 

consider contracting with an outside collection agency. 

But choosing a good collection agency is the second 

priority. The frst is establishing well-thought-out and 

specifc internal procedures for collecting as much as 

possible before turning to an outside collection agency. 

managing accounts 
receivable. However, 
practices frequently turn 
to collection agencies 
prematurely. The proper 
role of a collection agency 
is to handle outstanding 
accounts receivable that 
have gone through the 
practic’ses established 
internal processes without 
success. 

The cost of employing 
a collection agency is 
signifcant, generally 
ranging from 20% to as 
high as 50% of the amount 
collected.

It is important to  
understand how an agency 
will go about collecting 
delinquent balances. 
Because an agency 
represents the practice in 
the eyes of the patient, it is 
important to know what the 
agency will say to patients 
and what actions it may 
take to collect outstanding 
accounts.

Using a collection agency 
is diferent than other 
services. If the practice’s 
internal processes are well- 
designed and followed, 
then the collection agency 
should need to collect very 
little. Sometimes our clients 
lament that their collection 
agency isn’t collecting much 
and thus not doing its job 

under health maintenance 
and preferred provider 
organizations are not 
adequate in the world of 
HDHPs. Now, instead of $20 
to $50 copays for routine 
encounters, the patient’s 
responsibility is often 3 to 
10 times that amount, or 
even more when it involves 
procedures.

 To add to the problem,  
doctors’ practices typically  
are not very good at 
discussing fnances with 
patients. This wasn’t the 
case before the widespread 
use of managed care and 
copays. When coverage 
was provided under 
indemnity plans, patients 
were primarily responsible 
for the cost of ambulatory 
care and were accustomed 
to paying for the services 
they received, just like 
purchasing other goods 

We are seeing our clients 
turn to collection agencies 
more often now than ever 
over the past 30 years. 

From the 1980s through 
just a few years ago 
there was far less patient 
responsibility involved 
with the cost of healthcare,  
because most of the 
cost was covered by the 
insurance providers. 

Now, however, almost 
half of all coverage is 
provided under high- 
deductible health plans 
(HDHPs) with the patient 
responsible for the frst 
several thousand dollars 
of expense. This patient 
responsibility portion of the 
cost is where delinquency 
and bad debt occurs.

The problem
The processes used when 
coverage was primarily 

and services. Managed 
care essentially pushed the 
matter of cost out of sight 
since the party paying for 
the care was not the one 
rendering the service or 
receiving the care. And that 
which is out of sight tends 
to be out of mind. 

Consequently, most 
doctors and practice staf 
members today have not 
had to address fnances with 
patients to any meaningful 
extent. Like most things 
in life, if you don’t have to 
deal with something, you 
don’t develop the behaviors 
important to the activity.

The solution
Should practices simply 
send delinquent accounts 
to a third-party collection 
agency?

Collection agencies can 
play a role in efectively 
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Financial advice From the experts

Financial Strategies

well. Many times we f nd 
that is because the practice’s 
internal collection processes 
are ef ective, consequently 
the collection agency is 
receiving the most diffi  cult 
of accounts to work.

The way to test an 
agency’s ef ectiveness is to 
use two agencies, give each 
a similar blend of accounts, 
see which one collects more 
and use that one.

The more important 
task, however, is to establish 
ef ective internal processes 
before turning accounts 
over to an outside collection 
agency. The internal 
processes should include a 
f nancial policy provided to 
each patient, in advance, so 
that expectations are clearly 
established.

Developing the 
internal process
Key elements of well-
developed internal 
processes are:

❚ Flagging charts of 

patients with delinquent 

balances and if a patient 

is expected back in 

the of  ce soon, being 

prepared to address the 

outstanding balance in 

person.

 ❚ Training staf  and doctors 

on how to have f nancial 

discussions with patients. 

Determine who in the 

practice will be ef ective 

at this. Develop scripts  

for staf  and physicians 

to use to guide their 

conversations. And have 

that they stand out and 

have a better chance of 

getting to the decision- 

maker in the family.

❚ Letters should go out on 

practice letterhead but 

not under the doctor’s or 

staf  member’s signature. 

The third party sending 

the letter should sign it. 

Be aware of the name 

used so when patients 

call in response to a 

letter everyone in the 

practice will know to 

direct the call to the 

billing department. Using 

a third party’s signature 

will help direct a patient’s 

unhappiness away from 

the doctor or the person 

ultimately handling the 

phone call.

 ❚ Letters need to go out 

consistently. Without 

consistency patients will 

naturally disregard the 

ef ort. 

a designated location for 

f nancial discussions with 

patients. The front desk/

reception area is not the 

best spot.

❚ Sending statements as 

soon as any portion of the 

patient’s responsibility 

has been determined, 

even if some charges 

are still pending with 

insurance.

The collection 
letter
Include dunning messages  
with monthly statements 
sent to the patient, and  
tailored to the age of the 
outstanding balance. If a  
patient fails to pay after two 
statements are sent then 

a series of separate letters 
should begin.

Letters are more ef ective 
than dunning messages 
and phone calls. Dunning 
messages are passed over 
as computer generated and 
just part of the statement. 
Phone calls generally are 
not ef ective if placed 
during the day when the 
patient usually isn’t home or 
can be dodged because of 
caller ID. 

We provide a pre-
collection letter service 
for our clients and many 
collection agencies do this 
as well. 

Some of the elements of 
the letter process important 
to achieving an ef ective 
result are:

❚ A third party will do a 

better job making sure 

the letters are going 

out because they will 

be looking for a list of 

delinquent accounts 

monthly. When handled 

by internal staf , 

separate pre-collection 

letters  become a low 

priority behind charge 

entry, payment posting, 

routine insurance 

follow up and monthly 

statements. 

❚ Letters should be in 

addition to statements so 

Robert C. Scroggins, JD, CPA, CHBC, is a management 
consultant and principal with ScrogginsGrear, Inc., in Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Send your f nancial and practice management questions 
to medec@advanstar.com.

DOCTORS 

PRACTICES 

ARE NOT VERY 

GOOD AT 

ADDRESSING 

FINANCES 

WITH PATIENTS. 

THIS WASN’T 

THE CASE 

PRIOR TO THE 

INTRODUCTION 

OF MANAGED 

CARE AND 

COPAYS. 

Do high deductibles mean 

high risk for physicians?

http://bit.ly/1covcvZ

8 tips for reducing collection 
agency referrals

http://bit.ly/1xBjGcy

MORE ONLINE
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When to refer

How physicians can better manage 

the process  [35]

Coding insights

Avoid  level-of-care audits 

for evaluation and management [39]

by SuSan Kreimer Contributing author

As the numbers of nurse practitioners and physician 
assistants surge, primary care physicians can improve patient 
care and increase revenue by bringing them into the fold

Building better care teams  
with non-physician providers

Amid an intensifying shortage of physicians in 
primary care and some specialties, hiring a nurse 
practitioner (NP) or physician assistant (PA) could 
alleviate some overfow and boost revenue while 
enabling physicians to augment patient access to 
providers. But creating a well-run clinical team 
requires successful coordination among physicians,  
NPs and PAs.

HIGHLIGHTS

01  Hiring nurse 

practitioners and physician 

assistants can enable 

physicians to focus on the 

most complex cases.

02  Laws regarding the 

scope of practice for non-

physician providers vary by 

state.

03  Liability concerns 

can be alleviated by 

well-designed and clear 

protocols and open, regular 

communication between 

physicians and the providers 

they supervise.

 the United states faCes a projected 
shortage of more than 130,600 physicians by 
2025, including 65,800 primary care doctors, 
according to the Association of American 
Medical Colleges. Demand will surge as the 
aging population increases and as millions 
of uninsured patients gain coverage under 
the Afordable Care Act.

Tese shifts in the provider workforce 
mean many practices and medical groups 

increasingly are hiring nurse practitioners 
and physician assistants to help improve the 
care they provide and increase their revenue 
streams. Tis movement is encouraged by 
new care models that call for better team-
based care.

“Te rapid expansion in the use of new 
primary care models, such as the patient-
centered medical home, has potentiated 
the need for more skilled clinicians from 
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Building care teams

all healthcare disciplines, especially nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants,” says 
David A. Fleming, MD, FACP, president of 
the American College of Physicians and 
chairman of the department of medicine at 
the University of Missouri School of Medi-
cine in Columbia, Missouri.

With too few doctors to fulfll current and 
future needs in some rural and urban areas, 
“physicians are a very precious resource.” 
Because of their lengthy and costly training, 
“we need to use them in the very best way 
possible,” says Phyllis Arn Zimmer, MN, FNP, 
president of the Nurse Practitioner Health-
care Foundation in Bellevue, Washington. 
Tis means allocating time for physicians to 
handle complex cases that require advanced 
diagnostic and treatment expertise.

Nurse practitioners can provide general 
primary care for adults and children—for 
example, by performing well-woman exams 

and helping patients and families manage 
chronic illnesses. “A healthcare provider’s 
role isn’t to be the director of a patient’s care,” 
Zimmer says. “For many years, the provider 
made the diagnosis and told the patient what 
to do. We’re really evolving away from that 
thinking—and trying to empower patients to 
make their own informed decisions.”

In a well-run practice, guiding patients 
toward healthcare decisions becomes an 
outgrowth of a successful partnership be-
tween doctors and nurse practitioners or 
physician assistants. Te best partnerships 
consider combined strengths and exper-
tise in determining how best to address 
patients’ needs, says John McGinnity, MS, 
PA-C, DFAAPA, president of the American 
Academy of Physician Assistants and pro-
gram director of physician assistant studies 
at Wayne State University in Detroit.

Employing a physician assistant allows a 
doctor to focus on more complex cases, re-
duce patient waiting times, and raise a prac-
tice’s income by 18%, McGinnity says. “What 
doctor wouldn’t want an extra week of leave 
each year, a better bottom line, higher pa-
tient satisfaction, and stronger patient out-
comes?” he adds.

A nurse practitioner also can be a major 
asset in managing patient fow. Even a busy 
practice can accommodate more patients, 
says John Giampietro, MD, an internist who 
works with his wife, Susan Apold, PhD, ANP-
BC, a nurse practitioner, in New Rochelle, 
New York.

“Patients are happier when they can be 
seen more frequently—in time. Everybody’s 
thing today is drive-through medicine, so 
the nurse practitioners can certainly in-
crease access to care. Nobody wants to wait,” 
says Giampietro, who has been in private 
practice since 1985. “You drive down the 
highway and the advertisements for the 
emergency room are 15-minute waiting.”

In New York and some other states, nurse 
practitioners may take a patient’s medical 
history, perform a physical exam, order tests 
to confrm or disprove a suspected diagno-
sis, and prescribe medicine independently. 
Apold sees her own patients and bills under 
her name, with Medicare reimbursing at a 
rate of 85% of the amount paid to a physi-
cian for the same service, she notes, citing 
an example for comparison.

Before joining her husband’s practice as 
a nurse practitioner in 1997, she worked as 

5 ways to minimize liability
1. Do your homework Be rigorous in checking the credentials 

of any nurse practitioner or physician assistant you consider 

hiring.

2. Check with your insurance carrier ensure that your 

medical liability insurance covers you for supervising non-

physician providers. 

3. Clarify scope of practice Physicians must create clear, 

written scope-of-practice instructions for practitioners and 

physician assistants. Points that must be addressed include how 

they should communicate with supervising physicians and the 

allowed scope of practice and any limitations to it.

4. Monitor and supervise Supervising physicians should 

monitor nurse practitioners and physician assistants to ensure 

they are working at the top of their licenses, but not exceeding 

their training and the laws of the state. Physicians should 

create a positive relationship with providers to encourage open 

communication and questions.

5. Use technology electronic health record systems can 

be designed to require the signature of both the supervising 

provider and non-physician provider on any diagnosis or 

treatment plan. Check with your vendor to explore these options.

Working With nPs and Pas
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a registered nurse in hospitals and home 
health, and taught nursing. “We talk a lot 
when we’re seeing patients,” Apold says. “It’s 
very mutual, very collaborative.” 

T at collaboration goes both ways. It 
never hurts for a doctor to ask for a physi-
cian assistant’s or nurse practitioner’s input. 
“I always tell people to keep your mind open, 
because since we’re all committed to helping 
patients do better, we each have something 
to add,” says Reid Blackwelder, MD, FAAFP, 
board chairman of the American Academy 
of Family Physicians.

Everyone involved in a patient’s care also 
shares responsibility and potential liabil-
ity. It is critical for a doctor “to incorporate 
appropriate communication, recognize 
limits of training and experience, create op-
portunities for teaching, and support the 
continued clinical growth of each person,” 
says Blackwelder, a family physician in
Kingsport, Tennessee. “Perhaps the most 
important part of team care is making sure 
that any team member is never put in a situ-
ation beyond their training, experience or 
competence.”

Nurse practitioners can perform up to 
90% of the functions that family practice 
physicians undertake. T ere are about 500 
nurse-managed clinics across the country, 
primarily in inner city and rural areas, says 
Ken Miller, PhD, RN, CFNP, president of the 
American Association of Nurse Practitio-
ners. Each clinic manages about 5,000 pa-
tient visits annually. 

Last year, nurse practitioners handled 
more than 900 million patient visits. T e 
number of nurse practitioners is growing. 
In June, the association’s f gures, compiled 
from nursing boards’ data, accounted for 
more than 192,000 nurse practitioners—an 
increase from 189,000 early this year.

liability concerns
Bringing non-physician providers onboard 
can increase liability risks for a practice. 

While nurse practitioners are sued for 
malpractice at a lower rate and for lower 
judgements than physicians, practices must 
be aware that physicians can have increased 
liability, because a supervising physician in-
evitably will be drawn into a lawsuit involv-
ing a nurse practitioner or physician assis-
tant.

Licensed by state nursing boards, nurse 
practitioners are liable for their own actions 

and can be sued for malpractice. While a 
physician may be called in as a co-defen-
dant, he or she is not responsible for the 
nurse practitioner’s negligence, Miller says.

Lawsuits against nurse practitioners and 
physician assistants are uncommon, but 
most cases f led against them also name 
the supervising physician. Settlements that 
exclude the physician are rare, according to 
PIAA, formerly known as the Physician In-
surers Association of America.

T e association conducted a national 
review of closed claims from 1985 to 2013 
involving “advanced practice 
providers”—which included 32

SCOPE OF PRACTICE LAWS 
FOR NURSE PRACTITIONERS, BY STATE

Source: American Association of Nurse Practitioners, May 2014
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Full practice 
states

Nurse practitioners 

(NPs) can evaluate 

patients, diagnose, 

order and interpret 

diagnostic tests, 

initiate and manage 

treatments, including 

prescribing medication. 

Reduced 
practice

NPs can engage in 

at least one element 

of practice, but are 

required to sign 

a collaborative 

agreement with a 

physician.

Restricted 
practice

States requires 

supervision, 

delegation or team-

management of NPs 

by physicians.
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only nurse practitioners and 
physician assistants. Indemni-

ty payments averaged $243,136 (unadjusted 
to present value)—higher than the $227,215 
average for all healthcare specialties. 

Family practice and internal medicine 
topped the list of closed claims and paid 
claims, but this may refect the larger num-
ber of advanced practice providers in these 
felds. Diagnostic errors are the most preva-
lent medical liability claim involving these 
providers, the association reports.

Physicians should take steps to protect 
themselves from a liability standpoint when 
integrating nurse practitioners or physician 
assistants into their practices, and these 
actions should begin before hiring. Steps in-
clude:

❚ Rules and regulations for these providers are 

diferent in each state, so physicians must 

understand the supervision and scope-of- 

practice rules of their state. 

 ❚ Before hiring, make sure any candidate has 

the required credentials and has met all of the 

state’s educational and licensing requirements. 

This is not a one-time action: physicians must 

continuously monitor their employees to 

ensure their professional license remains in 

good standing.

 ❚ When hiring, make sure you notify your 

malpractice insurance carrier. Professional 

associations for nurse practitioners and 

physician assistants recommend that these 

providers maintain their own malpractice 

policies as well.

 ❚ A well-developed set of written protocols for 

the non-physician provider is critical, and may 

be required depending on the supervision 

rules of the state. These protocols should 

include instructions for how to handle cases 

they will commonly see.

One of the best ways to prevent problems is 
to foster an environment where questions 
and interaction are encouraged between 
physicians and the providers they supervise.

Degrees of inDepenDence
Laws governing the scope of practice and 
level of independence for nurse practitioners 
and physician assistants vary from state to 
state. Some regulations specify that a physi-
cian must be present on the premises during 
ofce appointments, while others do not. 

“Te trend is toward less ‘over-the-shoul-
der supervision,’ and telecommunication 
is often permitted,” says Jim Cawley, MPH, 
PA-C, a professor of prevention and com-
munity health and physician assistant stud-
ies at Te George Washington University in 
Washington, D.C. 

How much independence a physician 
assistant may exercise often depends on 
the individual structure of a practice and a 
doctor’s willingness to delegate responsi-
bility. Some doctors feel more comfortable 
delegating than others. “Te most efective 
practice arrangements I’ve seen is where 
that happens,” Cawley says. His research 
shows that the longer a physician assistant 
works with a specifc doctor, the greater the 
autonomy.

“Medical sociologists have labeled this 
progression ‘negotiated performance auton-
omy’ and suggest that it is an ideal descrip-
tor of the PA-physician dyad in clinical prac-
tice,” he explains. “PAs are major economic 
assets to physician practices, but their em-
ployment needs appropriate supervision in 
conformance with state medical practice 
laws that have protection of the public as 
their basis.”

How pHysicians 
builD care teams
In terms of compensation, physician assis-
tants are typically salaried employees of the 
practice. Teir payment arrangements often 
include bonuses and additional incentives. 

As for reimbursement from insurers, 
Cawley says, a practice generally has two op-
tions: billing for the physician assistant’s ser-
vice under the “incident to” clause of Medi-
care regulations and collecting 100% of the 
physician’s fee, or billing with the physician 
assistant’s name under Medicare Part B and 
receiving 85% of that amount.

At Arizona Arthritis and Rheumatology 
Associates, John Tesser, MD, and his team 
of three physician assistants share clinical 
work to manage the high-volume case load. 
Due to a shortage of rheumatologists, this 
approach helps meet the needs of patients 
in the Phoenix area who sufer from a vari-
ety of rheumatic disorders. Delegating is an 
essential ingredient in optimizing the work-
fow and revenue of a burgeoning practice, 
Tesser says. 

A physician assistant in 
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Tesser’s ofce obtains a new 
patient’s history, performs a 

physical exam, and formulates a diferen-
tial diagnosis and treatment plan. After re-
viewing this information, Tesser visits the 
patient along with the physician assistant 
and fne-tunes the diagnostic work-up and 
plan for therapy.

“Tey know rheumatology extremely 
well, and they’re very seasoned,” he says of 
his physician assistants. One of them has 
worked with him for 26 years, and two oth-
ers for 11 years each. “I’m really just confrm-
ing much of what they fnd most often.”

Also, practicing medicine this way is 
more productive. “As I can delegate much of 
the lower-level documentation and review 
of incoming data, it unburdens me so that 
I have the time to perform the higher-level 
decision-making critical to patient care,” 
Tesser says. “And it enhances revenue in the 
practice.”

Tesser is on the premises, so he bills 
under his name when one of the physician 
assistants sees a patient in the ofce. Each 
physician assistant earns a base salary and a 
percentage bonus above a certain threshold, 
depending on how much revenue comes 
into the practice, Tesser says.

On subsequent visits, patients typically 
alternate between seeing Tesser or a physi-
cian assistant, but he’s available to his staf 
at all times for brief counsel. In complex 
cases, he sees a patient through the initial 
stages until the condition stabilizes. “I’m al-
ways the anchor for the team,” he explains. 
At the end of the day, he reviews all physi-
cian assistants’ notes on new patients and 
many returning patients before signing of 
on them.  

 “As a team, we can see many more pa-
tients and extend rheumatology care and ex-
pertise to the community,” he says. For new 
employees, however, Tesser recommends 
that physicians allow physician assistants to 
“shadow” them while seeing patients.

Kevin Maben, MD, works closely with 
two nurse practitioners as a general pedia-
trician in Rio Rancho, New Mexico, as part 
of Presbyterian Healthcare Services in Al-
buquerque. Half of the week he functions as 
a pediatrician, the other half as a medical 
informaticist for the health organization’s 
electronic health record system, EpicCon-
nect. 

Maben works in both capacities from the 
pediatric clinic. On the days when he’s not 
scheduled to see patients—Tuesdays and 
Fridays—the nurse practitioners serve as 
“access providers” for in-ofce urgent care. 
Tis includes “same-day sick visits—any-
thing a parent may call for,” Maben says, 
whether it’s a suspected cold, fu, asthma 
exacerbation or other complaint.  

Tese types of last-minute appointments 
help prevent unnecessary visits to an urgent 
care facility or an emergency room. Te pa-
tient incurs a lower copay, and the health-
care system benefts from a cost savings. 

Sometimes a nurse practitioner may con-
sult with a pediatrician when there are lin-
gering doubts about an appropriate course 
of action. A pediatrician also should feel free 
to tap a nurse practitioner’s expertise. In a 
recent situation, Maben says, the culprit 
causing severe pain appeared to be appen-
dicitis, and the ofce referred the patient to 
a hospital.

“It’s very similar to what happens be-
tween pediatricians; we ask each other’s 
opinion,” he explains. It may help to have 
“another pair of eyes to look at” a rash, for 
example.

Nurse practitioners also have the au-
thority to sign school forms, such as an ac-
tion care plan for a child or adolescent who 
sufers from asthma, he says. For pediatric 
patients with type 2 diabetes, pre-diabetes 
or obesity, nurse practitioners can educate 
about the benefts of proper nutrition and 
exercise. Before the fall semester, nurse 
practitioners help with a furry of requests 
for school and sports physicals. 

Whatever the task at hand, physicians 
overseeing nurse practitioners, physician 
assistants and other personnel must ensure 
that patient care is evidence-based, compe-
tent and safe, says Fleming.

“Physicians have always had some level of 
accountability for the practice and behavior 
of other members of their healthcare team, 
when it comes to the welfare of the patients 
for whom they are collectively responsible,” 
he says. 
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Incident-to billing: Your coding questions 

answered

http://bit.ly/1p2VKQh
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Referrals

P
rimary care physi-
cians (PCPs) often 
refer  patients to 
specialists when 
they face a compli-
cated or perplex-
ing diagnosis, or 
one that is beyond 
their purview. But 

is that always the right decision for the 
patient? Some experts say that it ab-
solutely is, but others say knowing the 
patient is more valuable than being an 
expert in one specifc area.

An additional element of the ques-
tion is the fear of malpractice allega-
tions for a referral, or lack of one. 

Referrals are a growing issue in 

the United States. A study published 

in 2012 in the Archives of Internal

Medicine showed that the incidence of  

physicians referring patients to other 

physicians nearly doubled from 1999 to 

2009, growing from 4.8% to 9.3%. Tat 

represents a jump from 40.6 million re-

ferrals annually to 105 million.

Know thy patient
Richard Roberts, MD, JD, a past presi-
dent of the American Academy of Fam-
ily Physicians, says that in his Madison, 

Wisconsin practice, caring for multiple 
generations in some families gives him 
unique insights into what may be 
going on with a patient. “Knowing the 
person is way more important than 
knowing the disease,” he says.

PCPs should be confdent they are 
doing well by their patients, he says.

 “I refer when needed, of course, 
but we can probably manage 90 to 95 
percent of what comes in the door,” he 
says. “If you are sending out more than 
5 to 10 percent of your patients, you 
are probably referring out too much.” 

He cites statistics that reinforce his 
belief that PCPs can handle many con-
ditions on their own.  

“If you take a population of 10,000 
people and increase the number of 
specialists in that population by 1 per 
10,000 people, the death rate goes up 
2%. If you increase it by a combination 
of primary care providers—internal 
medicine, pediatricians, and family 
medicine—by that amount, the death 
rate goes down 5%. If you add fam-
ily doctors alone, the death rate goes 
down 9%,” Roberts says. “Doing more 
is not always doing better. Doing more 
can sometimes mean someone gets 
hurt.”

When deciding whether to send a patient to a specialist,  

primary care physicians must consider what’s best for the patient

by Beth thomas hertz Contributing author

the referral dilemma 

Managing patients  
and liability concerns

HIGHLIGHTS

01  While knowing patients 

may be more important than 

condition-specific expertise, 

failure to refer can lead to 

liability issues.

02  Unless a primary care 

physician knows a specialist 

is incompetent, he or she is 

generally liable only for the 

care they deliver or oversee 

directly.
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For example, he says, about one-third of 
all medical procedures done in the U.S. are 
unnecessary by each specialty’s own crite-
ria. Specialists don’t perform unnecessary 
procedures out of greed or poor skills. Most 
sincerely want to help their patients, he says, 
but compares it to asking a mechanic to fx a 
noise in your car. 

“Te mechanic will lift the hood and 
start tinkering with the engine even if it’s 
the radio that’s making the noise because he 
doesn’t do radios, he does engines,” he says.

a requirement to refer
However, Ann Whitehead, RN, JD, vice presi-
dent, risk management & patient safety for 
the Cooperative of American Physicians, 
Inc., a physician-owned organization ofer-
ing medical professional liability protection, 
cautions that failure to refer can sometimes 
result in litigation.

“Physicians are very much aware of (the 
potential for lawsuits) and know they should 
work within the bounds of whatever their 
practice parameters are,” she says. “PCPs 
are usually generalists and overseers of care. 
Tey provide preventive care and routine 
treatment, but if the issue related to the pa-
tient’s illness is outside their specialty, it is 
almost required that they refer them out.” 

Whitehead predicts that as medicine be-
comes more complex, referrals to specialists 
will continue to increase. 

“Most PCPs allot 15 minutes to see a pa-
tient. Tat is not enough time to fully assess 
a patient with multiple diferent diagnostic 
problems. Tey might identify those prob-
lems and then refer out to a specialist to take 
care of them,” she says.

Documenting your rationale
Whitehead says there is little liability risk 

in referring to a specialist. Unless the PCP 
knows the specialist is somehow incompe-
tent, he or she is generally only liable for the 
care they deliver or oversee directly. Even 
sending a patient to the “wrong” specialist 
carries little risk, she adds.

“It all comes down to the physician’s ex-
amination and documentation in the medi-
cal record for why they are providing that re-
ferral,” she says. If the diferential diagnosis 
shows it’s justifed, then the physician has 
done the right thing.  

“Tis is not an exact science. Specialists 
are there to rule something in or out,” she 
says. “If you have fve things on your difer-
ential diagnosis for this patient and two of 
them are not really within the realm of your 
practice, and you think they are signifcant, 
then you need to document in your re-
cords why you are referring, what you have 
explained to the patient, and that it is im-
portant they get that consultation with the 
specialist.” 

Given the current reimbursement envi-
ronment, “it is a no-lose situation now for a 
PCP to refer to a specialist,” she adds.

give the problem a little time
Roberts says he generally follows a “rule of 
three”: If he hasn’t fgured out a patient’s 
problem within three visits, he seeks help, 
either from a colleague in his ofce or an 
outside referral.

Part of his rationale is that about 40% of 
conditions cannot be categorized at the ini-
tial presentation. Over time, however, the 
condition may become clearer. Often that is 
the time frame in which the patient is seeing 
the specialist, making it easier for him or her 
to diagnose.

But he notes that specialists 
aren’t always able to provide 38

I refer WHen needed, of coUrSe,  
bUT We can probabLy manaGe 90 To 95 

percenT of WHaT comeS In THe door.”
—rIcHard roberTS, md, Jd, paST preSIdenT, amerIcan academy of famILy pHySIcIanS
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answers either, which can be 
reassuring in a way. For ex-

ample, he has a 71-year-old active patient 
who couldn’t straighten his elbow. Te pa-
tient had seen two specialists and received 
conficting advice about what to do. Rob-
erts was able to tell him to go ahead with 
surgery since he knew him to be an active 
person who wouldn’t be happy leading a 
sedentary life. 

“Tat happens all the time,” he says. “Spe-
cialists often think they are the fnal word, 
but patients come back to me every day to 
decide what to do.”

when you Do refer
Kenneth T. Hertz, FACMPE, principal in the 
Medical Group Management Association, 
says that who you refer to is very important. 
In general, PCPs make referrals to physi-
cians who are in the same networks or with 
whom they have a relationship. 

If a specialist delivers poor care to your 
patient or doesn’t send you a note after-
ward, stop referring to that person. Hope-
fully, he or she will notice and ask why. 
Respond with an honest, specifc answer 
if that happens, he suggests.

Since it is incumbent upon PCPs to be 
sure they get notes back from the specialist, 
Hertz advises they have a system to track 
this, possibly through their electronic health 
records. And once they receive the notes, it 
is equally important to review them. 

“Liability arises if you don’t read or re-
spond appropriately,” he says. “Not only that, 
but it’s just good medicine.”

Roberts cautions PCPs to be aware of 
who referred patients are actually seeing. 
Is it the physician you recommended or a 
nurse practitioner? He calls to complain to 
the specialist if he or she doesn’t see the pa-

tients themselves.  
“Don’t assume they have an evil intent if 

they don’t act how you would like for them 
to. Tey may just be very busy, but that 
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t let them know 
your preferences,” he says. 

Insurance restrictions may limit who you 
can refer to, but don’t hesitate to appeal a 
restriction if no one on the “approved” list is 
right for your patient, he adds.

Dealing with the 
noncompliant patient
You can refer a patient to a specialist, 
but you cannot force the patient to go.  
Toroughly documenting the referral pro-
tects you from liability.

“If they have made the referral and ex-
plained to the patient why they are making 
it and documented that, it’s really the pa-
tient’s responsibility to make the appoint-
ment and follow up with the doctor,” says 
Whitehead. 

Next time you see the patient in your 
ofce, ask why he or she didn’t see the spe-
cialist and document the answer, she adds. 
Tis “closes the loop” on the referral. 

Hertz advises that when a patient’s prob-
lem is urgent, someone on your staf should 
set up an appointment with the specialist 
while the patient is still in your ofce. If the  
problem is important but not critical, your 
ofce can provide the names of several po-
tential specialists and let the patient choose 
which one to see.  

36

IT aLL comeS doWn To THe pHySIcIan’S 
examInaTIon and docUmenTaTIon In THe medIcaL 

record for WHy THey are provIdInG THaT referraL.”
—ann WHITeHead, rn, Jd, vIce preSIdenT, rISk manaGemenT & paTIenT SafeTy, THe cooperaTIve of amerIcan pHySIcIanS, Inc.

Does liability for your patient 

continue after referral?

http://bit.ly/1E11z3U

More online
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CODING AND B ILLING ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

Coding Insights

THE EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT 
CODES AUDITORS FOCUS ON

We know that evaluation and management (E/M) codes 
are being scrutinized during insurance auditor reviews. 
Which codes are auditors focusing on?

coding and perform a self 
audit. Although this is a 
specif c example related 
to WPS, excessively billing 
these high-level E/M codes 
will trigger an audit by any 
auditing entity across the 
country.

The chart to the right 
illustrates these procedure 
codes and the percentage of 
cases for which the medical 
records submitted did not 
support the level of service 
billed. 

The answers to this reader’s question was provided by 
Renee Dowling,a coding and billing consultant with 
VEI Coding Consulting Services in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Send your practice management questions 
to medec@advanstar.com.

A: IF YOU ARE billing 
99215, 99223 and 99222, 
be sure to read the latest 
information released by 
Comprehensive Error Rate 
Testing (CERT). Incorrect 
coding of E/M services 
continues to be an area of 
concern as demonstrated 
by recent CERT claim 
reviews. 

Wisconsin Physician 
Services (WPS) Medicare 
analysis of recent CERT 
f ndings in J8 reveals three 
E/M CPT codes (with f fteen 
or more services reviewed in 
the sample) were incorrectly 
coded at a rate of at least 
44%. 

To avoid being part of 
these statistics, take some 
time to brush up on E/M 

Q
E/M CODES UNDER SCRUTINY

CPT Code Reviewed by CERT Contractor
(Claims submitted 07/01/12-06/30/13)

Percentage 
of Services 
Incorrectly Coded

99215 – Of  ce or other outpatient visit for the 
evaluation and management of an established 
patient, which requires at least two of these three 
key components:

• Comprehensive history
• Comprehensive exam
• Medical decision making of high complexity

78%

99223 – Initial hospital care, per day, for the 
evaluation and management of a patient, which 
requires these three key components.

• Comprehensive history
• Comprehensive exam
• Medical decision making of high complexity

52%

99222 – Initial hospital care, per day, for the 
evaluation and management of a patient, which 
requires these three key components:

• Comprehensive history
• Comprehensive exam
• Medical decision making of moderate 
complexity

44%

Source: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services

MORE ONLINE

How to use the new 
evaluation and management 
codes in 2014

http://bit.ly/1xFDkEd
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FIGHTING BACK 

One physician explains why he stays 

in practice  [46]

by JUDY PACKER-TURSMAN Contributing author

As the healthcare industry strives to cut costs, 
physicians are experiencing far greater clinical 
pressures from payers and regulators

The fi ght for clinical control

Administrative challenges are nothing new to 
physician practices. But physicians and practice 
administrators across the United States now describe 
signif cant struggles to adapt to what amounts to far 
greater involvement from payers and regulators related 
to clinical decisions on a variety of fronts, such as 
prior authorizations, case manager involvement and 
network cancellations.

 AS PHYSICIANS FIGHT to retain clini-
cal control,  small practices report facing 
heavier workloads and time requirements 
for handling prior authorizations related to 
imaging and prescription drugs. T ey are  
mostly out of the loop with outside case 
managers getting more involved with their 
patients’ care. Sometimes they are getting 
ousted from health plans’ provider networks 
with no warning; and, if they get back in be-
fore open enrollment ends, they are unsure 
of how to stay in-network year-to-year or 
how to communicate such uncertainty to 
irked patients.

T e “unfortunate part” is the need to han-

dle a rising number of prior authorizations 

and other administrative tasks, which “is

really driving a wedge in the physician/patient 

relationship,” says Melissa Gerdes, MD, chair 

of the American Academy of Family Physi-

cians’ Commission on Quality and Practice. 

“I don’t think patients are aware this is 

happening at all, and they just get frustrat-

ed” when they learn that procedures and 

medications won’t receive insurance cover-

age, says Gerdes, who practices part-time 

and serves as vice president and 

chief medical of  cer for Dallas-

RUNS IN THE FAMILY 

The practice of medicine, passed on from 

parent to child  [48]

hIGhlIGhts

01  payers want to be 

sure patients meet clinical 

hurdles for treatment, with 

evidence-based clinical 

protocols driving many of 

these decisions.

02  one consequence is 

that physicians are spending 

more time dealing with 

administrative burdens rather 

than treating patients.

FIGHTING BACK SERIES
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based Methodist Health Sys-

tem’s outpatient services and 

accountable care organization strategy. 

Gerdes says that a decade ago, when she 

was in full-time practice, she had to handle 

perhaps two prior authorizations out of 150 

patient visits per week; now she is handling 

15 to 20 prior authorizations for 100 patient 

visits per week. 

“I think every day you get one more grain of 

sand that makes it more difcult to stay in pri-

vate practice...and takes away the joy of prac-

tice and contributes to burn-out,” says Robert 

Eidus, MD, a family physician in Cranford, 

New Jersey. He works with 21 other physicians 

in a fve-site primary care practice; his site has 

two physicians and a nurse practitioner.

Putting a price tag on physicians’ esca-

lating administrative costs is daunting, and 

estimates vary widely. But some practices 

have the advantage of calculating for a 

smaller universe. 

“My guess for us is it costs in excess of 

$30,000 a year for all prior authorizations, 

including imaging, pharmaceuticals, tests – 

and that’s principally staf time,” says Brian 

Forrest, MD,  who practices with two other 

family physicians in Apex, North Carolina. 

“But it’s also patients we couldn’t see because 

of the time we spent on prior authorizations. 

Sometimes patients may wonder why it’s tak-

ing so long [to see the doctor], and it’s prior 

authorizations.” 

Te problem is getting worse, Forrest 

adds. “Two to three years ago for radiology, 

we only had one company requiring prior 

authorizations, now it’s most carriers. With 

medications, now 80% to 90% of insurance 

plans require prior authorization, and Medi-

care Part D is very expensive for patients if it’s 

not a preferred drug.”

Removing ‘Reasonable doubt’
Citing research indicating that about 30% of 
medical procedures in the U.S. are wasteful,  
David Mirkin, M.D., chief medical ofcer for 
Milliman MedInsight, says prior authoriza-
tion “is here and coming back with more 
emphasis because it works.” 

“Tere’s always reasonable doubt [about 
necessity of services],” Mirkin says, “and one 
of the things doctors are not very good at is 
providing all the information needed to re-
move that reasonable doubt.”

Mirkin says that payers’ scrutiny of medi-
cal necessity and the appropriateness of 

clinicians’ decision-making will be increas-
ingly important. Network cancellations also 
will continue as health plans compare the 
efciency of participating physicians, he 
says. “If I’m using more services, they’re go-
ing to wonder, ‘Why am I an outlier?’...Un-
less somebody can show the quality of my 
care is 10 times better, why should [insurers] 
pay more?...ACOs are working with lower-
cost doctors in their networks already.”

Practicing physicians respond that their 
aim is to provide the best care for their pa-
tients—and to have sufcient time away 
from administrative tasks to do so.

Robert Wergin, MD, president of the 
American Academy of Family Physicians 
(AAFP), says the academy supports re-
sponsible use of resources. But he says the 
academy, as an advocate for many small phy-
sician practices trying to stay afoat on low 
margins, also seeks more standardization 
and simplifcation of administrative process-
es, and that the AAFP emphasizes the sig-
nifcant burdens placed the current system 
imposes on patients and physician practices. 

Wergin, who works in a small practice of 
eight family physicians and three physician 
assistants in rural Nebraska, recalls spend-
ing about three hours successfully appealing 
a payer’s denial of a breast-cancer patient’s 
MRI. Te process included calls and letters 
to the payer and supporting documentation 
from her medical and radiation oncologists. 
He says her plan’s physician-reviewer called 
to apologize, approved the MRI and conced-
ed the matter never should have gone past 
the frst-level appeal. “But they never sent 
me a check for three hours” of administra-
tive work, he says.

physician buRnout
Eidus recalls that when he began practicing  
37 years ago, solo practitioners typically em-
ployed a nurse or perhaps a nurse and a re-
ceptionist. Tey used a pegboard paper bill-
ing system, collected most of their money 
by cash, and gave patients a form to send to 
their insurance companies. 

Other than completing the patient’s med-
ical chart, perhaps 1% to 2% of the physician’s 
time was spent on matters other than patient 
care and overhead costs were about 35%. 

“Today, overhead is about 70% and we 
have many more employees; and despite 
having many more employees, physicians 
are spending about 40% of their time in 

Clinical control

I think every day 
you get one more 
grain of sand that 
makes it more 
difficult to stay in 
private practice 
... and takes 
away the joy of 
practice.” 
—RobeRt eIdus, Md, faMIly 

physIcIan, cRanfoRd, new 

JeRsey
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activities not directly related to patient 
care,” Eidus says. “Tat involves complet-
ing forms, prior authorizations, reflls and a 
host of other issues.” 

Te result of gradually adding adminis-
trative duties is that doctors must see more 
patients per hour, he says, and time spent 
with patients is compressed, making it dif-
fcult to do comprehensive care.

“If a doctor has to see 25, 30 patients a 
day and on top of that has several hours of 
administrative activity, that contributes to 
burnout,” Eidus says. “It’s a bad recipe.”

pRioR authoRizations
Deborah Walker Keegan, Ph.D., MBA, presi-
dent of Medical Practice Dimensions, Inc., 
says that reducing care costs is the primary 
driver of the prior authorization trend. 

Payers want to be sure the patient meets 
clinical requirements for the service, with 
evidence-based clinical protocols driving 
many of these decisions, she says. Payers 
also will say they want to be sure patients 
are not receiving unnecessary care.

“Unfortunately,” Keegan says, “it can take 
a nurse or medical assistant up to 45 min-
utes simply to obtain a medication autho-
rization, and some of these authorizations 
have to be escalated peer to peer to involve 
the physician, consuming valuable physi-
cian and staf time.”

Given that prior authorizations consume 
signifcant time and resources in most med-
ical practices, Keegan says that administra-
tive simplifcation is needed. She suggests 
trying to concentrate this work with one 
or two staf members, rather than having 
each physician’s nurse or medical assistant 
involved in the process. “Tis serves to stan-
dardize and streamline the work; however, 
it is still labor-intensive,” she says. 

In large practices with pharmacy staf, 
she says, she often asks clinical pharmacists 
or pharmacy technicians to handle medi-
cation prior authorizations, thus “focusing 
this work with staf who have the requi-
site knowledge and expertise.” While small 
practices won’t have the luxury of using 
clinical pharmacists, she says they, too, can 
consolidate stafng, “rather than everybody 
doing everything.”

Doctors understand why prior autho-
rizations for imaging were created and the 
potential benefts in reducing costs and un-
necessary radiation exposure to patients, Ei-

dus says. However, he says, utilization man-
agement frms might cite cost savings if, for 
example, a patient with back pain doesn’t 
get an outpatient MRI but ends up getting 
one in the emergency department. In such 
cases, he says, “costs may be way higher and 
[yet] the utilization management company 
is taking credit for saving the MRI when it 
really didn’t.” 

Eidus describes the use of prior autho-
rization as “a very blunt tool.” If his ofce 
sends a prior authorization request that 
gets denied because of what is described 
as missing information, he says, “it ends up 
with a 20-minute phone call to a medical di-
rector somewhere.”

Prior authorization also is applied across 
the board, he says, even for doctors using 
evidence-based clinical guidelines who 
have aligned fnancial incentives to contain 
costs, such as pay-for-performance, pa-
tient-centered medical homes and shared- 
savings arrangements.

Medication prior authorizations “have 
been getting worse because of Medicare 
Part D,” Eidus says. When a benefciary 
switches health plans, what used to be in-
formulary may become out-of-formulary. 
“Tat’s a problem,” he says. 

According to Eidus, the most pressing 
emerging concern involves supplies for dia-
betes management. “Pharmacies are getting 
very intrusive...and want doctors to testify 
their patients are testing blood sugars [in 
order] to give out supplies,” he says. “Some 
pharmacies are asking us to send ofce 
notes to them.”

Drug companies are marketing directly to 
people with diabetes, he says, “so we have pa-
tients switching to new [brands] every month 
... and we get a new order to write on sup-
plies.” Tis is not an area that patients misuse, 
making it hard to understand what is driving 
payers’ requests for information, he says.

“If the federal government wants to get 
involved in certifying the efectiveness of 
test strips, let them do that,” he says. “But 
don’t put us in the middle...We assume 
they’re all efective.” 

Pulmonary medications, which are 
still generally brand-name, and diabetes 
medications with injectable insulins, which 
might average $200 to $300 a month if pa-
tients had to pay out-of-pocket, “are prob-
ably the toughest, where we’re 
most likely to get a call or a fax 

Clinical control
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sometimes 
patients may 
wonder why it’s 
taking so long [to 
see the doctor], 
and it’s prior 
authorizations.”
— bRIan foRRest, Md, faMIly 
physIcIan, apex, noRth 
caRolIna
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saying, ‘You need to do a step 
edit and prior authorization,’” 

says Forrest, the family physician in North 
Carolina. “It takes a lot of time.”

It wasn’t until a few years ago that a major 
payer in North Carolina rolled out radiology 
prior authorization for anything beyond a 
plain flm X-ray, Forrest recalls. “When that 
frst happened, it was shocking,” he says. 
Now, he says, “We may have one to four radi-
ology prior authorizations on any given day. 
Tat could take up to two hours” to process.

case manageRs: 
adding an extRa layeR
When payers put case managers in the 
mix, “it’s almost like they’re adding an extra 
layer” with patients in the middle, says 
Keegan, the medical practice consultant.

At this point, practices can’t use them to 
extend the care team, getting notes or up-
dates when they interact with patients in a 
formalized back-and-forth manner, because 

of liability, privacy and other concerns.  “Can 
we use these virtual case managers as part 
of the ofcial care team? We’re just not there 
yet,” she says.

Eidus says the situation with case manag-
ers is becoming very confusing. “On any one 
case, you may have four or fve people touch-
ing that patient who calls himself a case 
manager and is interacting with the patient,” 
he says. Tey may include the health plan’s 
case manager; a hospital case manager han-
dling discharge planning; a case manager for 
the healthcare delivery model, such as an ac-
countable care organization (ACO); and, as 
in his practice, a care coordinator.

“It’s really difcult to fgure out who’s 
doing what,” and to communicate so as to 
avoid overlapping services, Eidus says. For 
example, “the health plan’s care coordina-
tor is dealing directly with the patient, and 
most of the time we don’t get any informa-
tion from them,” he says. “Sometimes we 
get a basic letter, but not log notes on what 
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bout a year ago, James R. 

Pinke, M.D., an ophthal-

mologist in solo practice in 

Connecticut, received 

letters from a trio of 

insurance carriers outlining 

their plans to create special 

networks of “fve-star” physicians for 2014. 

Then came a letter in late October with 

unexpected contents: Pinke would be 

removed as an in-network provider for 

UnitedHealthcare’s 2014 Medicare 

Advantage (MA) network, efective 

February 1. He was not alone: more than 

2,000 other Connecticut physicians also 

were being ousted.

  Overnight, everything changed for 

Pinke Eye Center in Shelton, where he has 

practiced for 31 years. When he started 

out, about 500 of his active patients were 

covered by United’s MA plan. Medicare 

comprises fully 87% of Pinke’s practice-

-and United’s MA plan is second only to 

traditional fee-for-service Medicare plus 

supplemental insurance for his patients.  

“Efectively, we would have had to 

shut our doors. That’s how many United 

Medicare Advantage patients we had,” says 

Tina Pinke, the practice administrator who 

is also the ophthalmologist’s wife. 

According to Tina Pinke, the practice 

received no explanation from United con-

cerning her husband’s initial exclusion from 

its 2014 MA network. “It’s very threatening 

to any practice to be removed from a very 

large Medicare Advantage network with 

no feedback,” she says, noting that her 

husband has performed more than 30,000 

cataract procedures  “with no problems, no 

‘black letters,’ nothing.”

United spokesperson Betsy Chin says 

the company’s decisions regarding network 

inclusion “are infuenced by multiple factors, 

but they are locally driven and based on 

a combination of geography, quality and 

efciency. When making decisions about 

our network, we focus on ensuring that our 

members will have ready access to care and 

also consider providers’ relative perfor-

mance on industry quality metrics and their 

ability to deliver high-quality care for the 

most members in the most cost-efcient 

manner.” 

Initially, Pinke stayed on United’s 2014 

online provider directory. Brokers knew of 

insurers’ narrowing networks, but they had 

been given directories and still saw Pinke 

among listed network physicians. So did 

patients.

 “There was mass confusion about who 

was in and who was out,” Tina Pinke says, 

explaining her husband’s name was on and 

of the list for a while. After two weeks, 

a United provider services representative 

returned the practice’s phone calls and 

confrmed that Pinke would be removed 

How network cancellations  
impact a practice by Judy Packer-Tursman
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Clinical control

they’re doing...nor do we get it from the  
hospital or ACO [case managers]....Tey 
would say, ‘You’re not [providing informa-
tion to us] either.’”

Eidus says his care coordinator might 
reach out to an ACO’s care coordinator, or if 
his patient is hospitalized, to the hospital’s 
case manager; but this occurs on a case-by-
case basis. His stafer “has the advantage of 
having access to our own records and the 
most accurate patient information,” he says. 

Forrest says outside case managers typ-
ically call his patients if they are hospital-
ized or getting certain medications, or they 
contact him and suggest a new approach. 
“I’ll be frank. I pretty much ignore that 
totally, because making those decisions is 
between me and my patients,” he says.

He estimates that one or two North 
Carolina insurers’ case managers contact 
his practice per week, perhaps sending a 
fax suggesting a cheaper alternative; some-
times pharmacy beneft managers  use their 

own case managers to suggest that patients 
could save money by using diferent drugs. 

Less frequently—perhaps two to three 
times annually because of his patients’ fairly 
low hospitalization rate—Forrest hears 
from hospital case managers. “I don’t mind 
that. Tat doesn’t seem like I’m being micro-
managed, although sometimes patients 
don’t like it,” he says. 

Gerdes, who wears two hats as a prac-
ticing physician and as an ACO executive, 
says only a small number of 220 participat-
ing physicians in Methodist Health Sys-
tem’s Medicare Shared Savings Program 
plan didn’t want to work with the Medicare 
ACO’s nurse navigators. “We’re trying to tar-
get what doctor ofces want, not just give 
them more paperwork,” she says, “so we’ve 
had good acceptance.” Nurse navigators 
help plan members with complex needs 
for therapies and home-based services, she 
says, “and I don’t know many practices that 
could do it themselves.” 

from the MA network. 

Subsequently, the practice tried phon-

ing 500 patients to alert them that Pinke 

wouldn’t be in-network, explaining that 

meant he couldn’t take United’s MA patients 

– most of them elderly and coming to him 

for 30 years with active eye diseases such as 

glaucoma – after February 1, 2014.

The town’s only other ophthalmologist 

also had been removed from United’s 2014 

MA network, leaving no ophthalmologists 

in-network at the local hospital, Tina Pinke 

recalls. Two local medical societies, along 

with Pinke and several other physicians, be-

came vocal about the matter and hundreds 

of people attended a town hall meeting. 

On December 4, days before the MA open 

enrollment period ended, Pinke received a  

letter from United saying he was back in its 

2014 MA network. 

“None of our patients were notifed, 

though,” Tina Pinke says. “It caused a lot of 

animosity—patients blaming us, thinking 

Dr. Pinke did something wrong. It puts you 

totally on the defensive.” She says it caused 

a “tremendous amount of disruption” 

to the practice, lengthening ofce visits 

because of explanations to patients at 

check-in and again by the ophthalmologist 

during exams. 

United’s initial letter to Pinke last fall 

“said you could appeal, and we immedi-

ately sent a certifed letter, but we never 

received acknowledgment of the appeal,” 

and United’s followup letter in December 

didn’t mention it, Tina Pinke says. “It just 

said, ‘After further review of our network, 

we decided to include you.’” She isn’t sure 

whether the Fairfeld and Hartford county 

medical societies’ legal involvement on 

behalf of members played a role.

In the end, she estimates that Pinke’s 

practice lost about two dozen Medicare 

patients, “because they thought they had 

to go fnd another provider, so they did.”

United’s Chin says the insurer is ap-

proaching its 2015 MA network formation 

diferently in Connecticut and elsewhere. 

“We have made several enhancements to 

our process based on our experience and 

the feedback we received from providers, 

members and other stakeholders,” she says.  

“Specifcally, we have made improvements to 

our provider and member communications, 

and have enhanced our notifcation process 

so that member notices will be mailed as 

soon as possible following provider notices.”

United also will provide accurate 

information about a physician’s network 

status for 2015, Chin says. “For provid-

ers who will no longer participate in the 

network, we will refect a termination date 

in our online directories at least 30 days 

prior to the change taking efect,” she says. 

“and the directory will display that they are 

not accepting new [United MA] members 

as patients.”

The Pinke Eye Center also is  handling 

matters diferently this year. “In October, 

we will hand out letters to anybody coming 

into our practice to be aware of open 

enrollment and make sure their doctors are 

in their network,” says Tina Pinke. “We got 

business cards from local insurance brokers 

to help patients fnd resources [if they 

request assistance] because we can’t be 

giving people insurance advice.”

Tina Pinke worries that she could 

learn the practice is being excluded from 

a network at any time, “and I have no 

way to prevent it or to help the patients 

understand why it would happen.”

“I really am holding my breath to see 

what’s going to happen in 2015...Believe 

me we’re struggling. It’s a very scary time 

right now for us and for our patients,” she 

says. “They’re narrowing the networks, 

increasing out-of-pockets. It’s a nightmare 

and tough, especially in a solo practice, to 

keep your head above water.”
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ust looking at this makes me de-
pressed,” says one of my partners 
as he laid down the recent edi-
tion of the medical newsletter 
announcing the latest details of 
Medicare’s meaningful use re-
quirements. I, along with just 
about every physician I know, 

could certainly relate to how he felt. We all 
face spiraling decreases in reimburse-
ment; continued unfunded mandates re-
quiring us to expend money and increas-
ing time on initiatives without proven 
value, and upgrades (I call them down-
grades) to our EHR [electronic health re-
cord]that mean more time entering data 
in ever- greater detail that most of us feel 
benef t neither our patients nor us. 

We are portrayed in the media as being 
incompetent, money-hungry, uncaring, ar-
rogant, all the while walking around with 
targets on our back for the ever-increasing 
number of trial attorneys looking to cash in 
the tort system of medical malpractice.

Hospitals and insurance companies, 
not to mention state and federal agencies 
are dictating more and more how we prac-
tice medicine, and we, as a profession, ap-
pear impotent in altering this process. As 
I heard someone say, “T ey keep torturing 
us, and we have nothing left to confess.” 

Truth be told, we bear at least some of 
the blame for what has happened to us. 
T rough lack of our involvement, the orga-
nizations that are supposed to represent 
us no longer do, as they were co-opted by 
small groups of entrenched medical politi-
cians and administrators more interested 
in maintaining their well-paying f efdoms 
than leading us toward solutions.

We have also done a poor job of polic-
ing our own ranks by allowing the estab-
lishment of a legal system that makes it 
almost impossible to weed out the bad ap-
ples in our ranks without incurring costly 
litigation and high personal liability. 

We have also allowed outside forces 
to pin the blame on all the ills in the sys-
tem directly on us, rather than those who 
have been garnering the lion’s share of the 
prof ts in the healthcare pie: the insurance 
companies, the pharmaceutical industry, 
and the IT and health equipment industry.

Notice, there has been no government 
intervention to rein in their prof ts, though 
they account for almost 70% of  healthcare 
expenditures.

T e paying public should be given a bill 
that ref ects the true allocation of costs. 
For example, that $100 aspirin bill they re-
ceived while in the hospital should state: 
cost of aspirin-$0.05; cost of meeting Joint 

A physician with decades of experience reveals how he 

maintains his enthusiasm for the medical profession 

by GEORGE FERENCZI, MD, MBA

Lemons to lemonade

Why I remain in practice

Fighting back: lemons to lemonade

FIGHTING BACK SERIES WINNER

Physicians are operating their 

practices in midst of monumental 

change. And it signals the need 

for useful, practical and thoughtful 

solutions. The winners and 

honorable mentions in this year’s 

writing contest delivered just 

that. Medical Economics unveiled 

winners in the Aug. 25, Sept. 25 

and Oct. 25 issues, and will unveil 

one more winning entry in the 

Dec. 25 issue. As a fi nale in late 

December, many of the entries in 

this year’s contest will be featured 

on medicaleconomics.com to 

offer even more great ideas from 

your colleagues in practice.
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Commission requirements to dispense as-
pirin-$35.00; cost of uncompensated care 
hospital is required to provide by law-$30.00; 
cost of meeting unfunded state and federal 
mandates-$34.95. Ten patients would bet-
ter understand where their money is going, 
and who is responsible.

Change is inevitable. Bufeted as we are 
by the winds of change, I remain optimistic 
that as long as there are those of us who can 
remember why we chose this career in the 
frst place, our profession will survive.  

I have reached the age where I have re-
laxed ft skin to match the clothes I wear, 
and I continue to practice, despite all the 
frustrations I share with my partners, as well 
as the rest of you out there, not to maintain 
my standard of living, but because I love 
what I do. I was fortunate to discover a long 
time ago the wisdom in Winston Churchill’s 
statement: “We make a living by what we 
get. We make a life by what we give.” 

Here, then, is the prescription that has 
worked for me, and hopefully, will do the 
same for you:

1  The biggest payof I’ve had in medical 

practice has been my relationship with my 

patients. We in medicine are given an in-
credible gift—the immediacy of a relation-
ship with another person, with a lot of the 
veils that many of us cover ourselves with 
lifted. If you take the time to ask your pa-
tients to share their stories with you, you 
will discover some incredible tales of hero-
ism, pathos, love, and history.

You will be changed, as I have, by dying 
patients who have taught me about dig-
nity in the face of indignity, about courage 
to fght battles no one knows how to win, 
about the power of hope over despair, about 
grace and the strength of the human spirit. 
I’m reminded daily to live as if I am dying, for 
none of us fnish this ride alive, but appreci-
ating the ephemeral nature of our existence 
helps to focus our attention on all that is 
good and beautiful around us. 

I have a patient, 96 years old, who still 
lives by herself, drives her own car, sends 
me e-mails, has a wonderful sense of humor, 
makes the best lemon cakes ever for my wife 
and I on our respective birthdays, and gives 
me hope for the future. Doing something 
well means caring about the person for 
whom you are doing it.

2  The other reason I still work at this stage 

of life is I enjoy learning something new.  

One of the gifts of our profession is that you 
can never get bored. Tere are so many new 
discoveries, so many advances each day that 
it’s hard to keep up. Tat’s the reason I’ve 
been involved in teaching medical students 
and house staf for the past 38 years. Tere is 
no better motivator to keep up in your feld 
than the stimulation that comes from teach-
ing someone else. 

If at all possible, become involved in 
teaching, if not in a formal program, at least 
in your hospital. Teach your nurses, your 
colleagues, your staf, and you’ll fnd your-
self learning the most of all.

3  Live below your means. If you don’t 
spend to the maximum of your income, if 
you don’t carry debt, you won’t feel anxious 
when reimbursement falls, and feel pres-
sured to see more patients to keep afoat. It’s 
hard to enjoy a patient encounter when you 
set a fve-minute limit on the visit.

4  Get involved with your community. We 
have all been given great gifts, and the re-
wards that come from giving back to others 
are immense. We all have the opportunity to 
add a few threads to the texture of the world. 
Make yours more beautiful!

5  Form your own physician support group. 

We all face similar challenges, share similar 
frustrations. In my community, we try to 
make it a point to get together once every 
month or so over a meal, and talk about our 
issues. We vent, but also attempt to come up 
with solutions to problems within our own 
hospital and ofces. I can’t say we have been 
successful in each instance, but sharing the 
load has lightened the burden.

In her book God Never Blinks, Regina 
Brett observes: “Happiness is not getting 
what you want. Happiness is wanting what 
you have.”  

Fighting back: lemons to lemonade

George Ferenczi, MD, MBA, is 
a gastroenterologist at the 
Glendora Digestive Disease 
Institute in Glendora, California. 
He is a clinical professor of 
Medicine athe University of 
Southern California.
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he gradually found his calling to pur-
sue medicine. He began practicing on 
July 1, 1966, a day that dramatically 
changed healthcare when Medicare be-
came available.

His son, George Smith Jr., MD, says 
he respected his father’s job from an 
early age. “I used to carry [my father’s] 
bag on house calls when I was a little 
boy,” he says. “A lot of patients came by 
the house, and he treated people in our 
living room. I saw the respect and the 
admiration that my daddy’s patients 
had for him.” 

In April 1986, a month before his 
daughter Ashley was born, Smith Jr. 
joined his father’s practice. Today, they 
still work together at Clay County Med-
ical Clinic in Lineville, Alabama, and 
they marched side-by-side with Lane 
in the processional as she received her 
medical degree from the University of 
Alabama.

Small-Town medicine
While growing up in Milford, Nebraska, 
Brett Wergin recalls that when walk-
ing around town with his father, Rob-
ert Wergin, MD, FAAFP, it seemed as 
though he knew everyone.

He recalls one evening when several 
neighborhood kids knocked on their 
front door. Te kids had just been in a 
bike accident, and they had recognized 
his father’s car parked in the driveway. 
His father immediately rushed the kids 
to his practice and stitched up their in-
juries. 

rowing up as a doctor’s 
child, you see the best part 
of it, and you see the time 
constraints,” Lane says. “I 
grew up going to house 
calls with my dad, going to 
the ER [emergency room] 
when he had to admit a 
patient. It’s defnitely a life-

style that you have to choose.”
Lane is the third generation of physi-

cians in her family, following in the foot-
steps of both her father and grandfather. 
Trough the years, they have witnessed 
the transformation of healthcare frst-
hand, along with the advent of new tech-
nology and changes in private practice.

Her grandfather, George Smith Sr., 
MD, began his career as a pharma-
ceutical representative, where he says 

by Alison Ritchie Content associate

Physician families

HIGHLIGHTS

01  Watching parents 

who are physicians practice 

medicine often has a 

profound impact on a child’s 

decision to purse the same 

career.

02  With all of the 

regulatory changes and new 

administrative burdens in 

healthcare, some physicians 

say they are reluctant to 

encourage their own children 

to follow that career path.

When she was 12 years old, Ashley 
Smith Lane remembers putting on her 
father’s white coat and walking around 
his Alabama clinic as though she were a 
doctor. 

Now, at the age of 28 and in her 
second year of residency, she’s no longer 
pretending. 

When practicing medicine  

runs in the family
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It was seeing those interactions between 
his father and patients that infuenced his 
decision to pursue family medicine. 

“At an early age, I was with my dad if he 
had to run to the clinic for something, or if 
he had to go to the hospital to do rounds, he 
would to take me with him,” Brett says. “I got 
to observe the way he spoke to [his patients] 
and the way they spoke to him. It was like he 
was a part of their family. Patients felt very 
comfortable confding in him. It was amaz-
ing to witness.”

Brett is now a fourth-year medical stu-
dent at the University of Nebraska Medical 
Center in Omaha, his father’s alma mater. 
Robert, meanwhile, is now the president 
of the American Academy of Family Physi-
cians.

“Watching my dad growing up, he was 
defnitely working hard and he certainly had 
limited time. But it never really seemed like 
it was a job,” Brett says. “It looked like he en-
joyed what he was doing every day.”

wiTneSSing medicine’S  
TranSformaTion
Trough three generations, the Smiths say 
they have seen the evolution healthcare has 
undergone. Smith Sr. says that for him, the 
biggest advances have come through new 
medical technology, including the wide-
spread adoption of electronic health records 
(EHRs).

“When I started, we kept patient records 
on a fve by seven card in a fle box, and we 
pulled them out when the patient came in. 
You wrote down what the problem was, 
what you found, and what you did about it,” 
Smith Sr. says. “You could write that all on 
one line. An ofce visit was around $4, and 
there was no such thing as third-party reim-
bursement.”

Smith Sr. and his son agree that EHRs 
and quality metrics have added documen-
tation headaches for physicians that often 
distract from patient encounters.

But Brett says current medical students 

Physician families

Tree  generations  of  treating  patients

“I used to carry [my fa-

ther’s] bag on house calls 

when I was a little boy. A 

lot of patients came by 

the house, and he treated 

people in our living room. 

I saw the respect and the 

admiration that my daddy’s 

patients had for him.”

—George Smith, Jr., MD

“Growing up as a doctor’s 

child, you see the best part 

of it, and you see the time 

constraints. I grew up going 

to house calls with my dad, 

going to the ER [emergency 

room] when he had to admit 

a patient. It’s defnitely a life-

style that you have to choose.”

—Ashley Smith Lane,  

medical resident

“When I started, we kept patient 

records on a fve by sevev card 

in a fle box, and we pulled them 

out when the patient came in. 

You wrote down what the prob-

lem was, what you found, and 

what you did about it. You could 

write that all on one line. An 

ofce visit was around $4, and 

there was no such thing as third-

party reimbursement.”

— George Smith, Sr., MD
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have an advantage when it comes to using 
this new technology.

“I don’t think people in my dad’s gen-
eration could have ever imagined having a 
phone that they carry around with them in 
their back pocket that has the name of ev-
ery medicine. All that information is right in 
front of you,” he says. 

“My generation grew up with this tech-
nology, and we’ll be getting trained only on 
electronic medical records. We won’t know 
anything else.”

fuTure generaTionS
With all of the regulatory changes and new 
administrative burdens in healthcare, some 
physicians say they are reluctant to encour-
age their own children to follow that career 
path. 

In an exclusive survey by Medical Eco-

nomics, 43% of physicians say they would 
recommend their child or a friend’s child 
pursue a career in medicine, while 33% say 
they would try to dissuade their child from 
pursuing that career path. Tat’s down from 
46% recommending a medical career to 
their child in 2011.

Other surveys have reached similar con-
clusions. A 2012 survey from Te Physicians 
Foundation found that only 42% of physi-
cians would recommend medicine as a ca-
reer to their children or other young people.

In that same survey, however, nearly 67% 
of respondents said if they could do it all 
over again, they would still choose a career 
as a physician.

“Sometimes when you go to a doctor’s 
lounge, there can be a lot of negativity. Most 
of it pertains to all of the rules and regula-
tions, meaningful use and those sort of 
things,” Robert Wergin says. “But if you ask 
the doctor, ‘Do you enjoy the time you spend 
with your patients?’ I don’t think you get 
much variance in that response. Tey’re still 
very satisfed with that experience of taking 
care of someone.”

Smith Jr. says that at frst he did have 
mixed feelings about his daughter’s decision 
to pursue family medicine.

“Tere’s a great deal of satisfaction about 
doing family medicine in a small town. But 
there’s a diference to it now, especially life-
style wise, and I just wanted to make sure 
that she was ready for that,” he says. “Medi-
cine has changed a lot since 1966, and it’s 
changed a lot since 1986. Tere are so many 
other demands on our time other than  
patient care.”

After seeing many of his colleagues sufer 
burnout, Smith Jr. says it will be important 
for the next generation of physicians to pace 
themselves. 

“I think Ashley’s generation has a better 
idea in what they want in terms of lifestyle 
and how they want to approach piecing to-
gether their career with the rest of their life 
and their family,” Smith Jr. says. “I’m conf-
dent that this generation understands their 
priorities and will get it right for them. Tere 
are some generational diferences in how we 
approach the practice of medicine, but good 
patient care hasn’t gone out of style.” 

As medicine continues to evolve, Brett 
says he’s optimistic that one aspect will al-
ways stay the same.

“Tere’s one thing that I hope never 
changes about medicine–that will be the 
same 100 years ago and 100 years from now: 
Te physician-patient relationship,” Brett 
says. “Tose meaningful interactions you 
have in the room with your patient.”  

Physician families

Does the practice of medicine 
run in your family?

Tell your fellow physicians your story  

by sending an email to  

medec@advanstar.com.

Share your Story

 THere are Some GeneraTIonaL 

DIfferenceS In HoW We approacH 

THe pracTIce of meDIcIne, buT 

GooD paTIenT care HaSn’T Gone 

ouT of STyLe.”
— GeorGe SmITH, Jr., mD
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LegaL advice from the experts

Legally Speaking

RestRictions gRowing  

on physician speech in exam Room
by John G. Martin, JD, Michael G. DiFiore, JD, 

and Jessica F. sonpal, JD Contributing authors

An open relationship between physician and patient is 

crucial to good healthcare. But are there limits to what 

physicians can ask their patients? Laws restricting 

doctors’ freedom to discuss certain topics with patients, 

enacted primarily to promote a particular political 

viewpoint, are nothing new. Still, physicians must be 

mindful of this troubling trend.

Although the law has 
long recognized that 
doctors and patients 
have a fundamental First 
Amendment right to be able 
to speak frankly and openly 
(embodied in the doctor-
patient privilege), courts, 
particularly the Supreme 
Court, have been willing to 
permit the narrow political 
objectives of government 
actors to override the 
interests of the doctor and 
patient. 

Both of the abortion 
requirements discussed 
above were approved by the 
Supreme Court, and, while 
one lower Court struck 
down the DEA regulations 
on medical marijuana, the 
Supreme Court declined to 
hear the case.

The frearm law
It was against this backdrop 
that Florida passed FOPA. 
There can be little question 
that the Act was intended 
to further one political 
viewpoint: the pro-gun 
position. 

Florida Governor Rick 
Scott characterized the law 
as a protection of Second 
Amendment rights:  “I 
believe the citizens have 
a right to bear arms . . .I 
believe that we should 
be able to lead our lives 

Physicians who violate 
the act may be subject 
to disciplinary sanctions 
including reprimands, fnes 
and license suspension, 
restriction or termination.

History of 
restricting 
physician speech
Such laws governing what a 
physician can or cannot ask 
a patient are not new. 

In 1988, the Reagan 
Administration enacted 
regulations that 
prohibited employees 
of Title X (low income) 
clinics from discussing or 
recommending abortion 
as a method of family 
planning, as part of the 
Republicans’ eforts to 
make it more difcult for 
poor women to obtain 
abortions. (Congress had 

In 2011, the state of Florida  
enacted the Firearm Owners 
Privacy Act (FOPA). That 
law regulates what doctors 
may ask patients during 
examination and treatment. 

Specifcally, it prohibits 
physicians from:

❚ inquiring about patient 

frearm ownership unless 

the physician believes 

in good faith that it is 

relevant to the patient’s 

medical care or safety;

 ❚ entering information 

regarding frearm 

ownership in a patient’s 

medical record if it is 

irrelevant to the patient’s 

medical care or safety; and

 ❚ discriminating against or 

unnecessarily harassing a 

patient regarding frearm 

ownership.

already prohibited the use 
of federal funds to pay for 
abortions.)   

In 1990, Pennsylvania 
passed a law requiring 
doctors to give a variety 
of information to women 
seeking abortions, 
including material created 
by the government that 
described the fetus, and a 
list of adoption agencies, 
all designed to dissuade  
patients from having an 
abortion.  

The federal government, 
through the Drug 
Enforcement Administration 
(DEA), has threatened 
physicians with loss of 
their license to prescribe 
controlled substances if 
they discuss marijuana with 
patients, even in states 
that have legalized medical 
marijuana.
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LegaL advice from the experts

only chip away at this key 
element of the doctor-
patient relationship, but 
they place a burden on 
the doctor to self-censor, 
for reasons other than 
the best interests of the 
patient.

There are plenty of 
other topics that patients 
may prefer not to discuss 
with their physicians 
(alcohol and drug use, 
sexual activity, smoking 
habits, etc.).  Are they next 
on the chopping block?  Is 
it within the purview of a 
state’s legislature to set the 
boundaries of what general 
background information 
physicians believe is 
relevant in assessing 
patient health?

If a patient is unhappy 
with his or her physician’s 
questioning habits, should 
the onus not be on the 
patient to fnd another 
doctor rather than to invite 
the government into the 
examination room?

Unless the Supreme 
Court steps in and 
re-establishes the 
fundamental nature of First 
Amendment protection 
for doctor-patient 
conversations, doctors are 
well-advised to make sure 
they are aware of, and abide 
by, whatever government 
restrictions on their 
treatment discussions apply 
in their jurisdictions.  

Sadly, that list seems to 
be growing. 

routine regulation of 
the medical profession: 
“a state may police the 
boundaries of good 
medical practice by 
routinely subjecting 
physicians to malpractice 
liability or administrative 
discipline for all manner 
of activity that the state 
deems bad medicine, 
much of which necessarily 
involves physicians 
speaking to patients.”  

True enough, but 
malpractice liability is 
ordinarily imposed when 
a physician fails to meet 
the appropriate standard 
of care, something 
typically determined by 
the medical profession, 
not elected politicians.  To 
suggest that prohibiting 
doctors from asking 
a question about a 
particular topic is akin to 
protecting patients from 
malpractice is, if nothing 
else, a bit of a reach.

Implications  
for physicians
The physician-patient 
relationship necessarily 
includes an element of 
trust.  Patients seek out 
physicians when they are ill 
and vulnerable, believing 
that the physician both 
possesses the skill required 
to heal the particular 
ailment and genuinely 
desires to help. Patients are 
told that the doctor’s ofce 
is a safe, confdential place, 
where they are free to fully 
disclose all information 
without concern for 
judgment. 

Laws like FOPA not 

threatened to abridge the 
Second Amendment rights 
of patients. 

However, on appeal 
the Eleventh Circuit Court 
of Appeals reversed 
the District Court 
and reinstated FOPA, 
rejecting the lower court’s 
conclusion that the 
doctor-patient relationship 
and the need for open 
communication overrode 
the need to protect gun 
owners from being asked 
questions they did not 
want to answer.   

In essence, the appellate 
court divorced the concepts 
of physician “speech” and 
physician “treatment” and 
rejected the argument 
that a doctor’s inquiries 
regarding frearm 
ownership constitute 
speech.  

The appellate court 
also likened FOPA to 

without people intruding 
on them.”  Apparently, 
however, Governor Scott 
did not believe that doctors 
and patients have a right 
to engage in confdential 
communication without the 
government intruding on 
them.

Doctors challenge 
the law in court
When a group of Florida 
doctors challenged FOPA 
in federal court the initial 
result was encouraging.

The District Court 
struck the law down 
as an unconstitutional 
abridgement of the First 
Amendment rights of 
doctors and patients.  
The Court listened to 
the American Academy 
of Pediatrics, as well as 
other healthcare provider 
groups, and concluded 
that doctors should be 
permitted to discuss any 
matter which they believe 
poses a health and safety 
risk to patients.

 As one physician 
testifed in opposing 
FOPA, he not only asked 
parents about frearms in 
the home, he asked about 
swimming pools, teenage 
drivers’ text messaging 
habits, and alcohol and 
tobacco use, all of which 
had implications for his 
patients’ health and safety.  
(In the U.S. more than 500 
children were killed by 
frearms in 2009, and over 
7,000 were shot.)

In addition, the Court 
rejected the state’s position 
that questions about 
frearms posed by doctors 

The authors are attorneys at Garfunkel 
Wild, P.C. in Great Neck, New York. Send 
your legal questions to  
medec@advanstar.com.

Courts, 
particularly the 
Supreme Court, 
have been only 
too willing to 
permit the narrow 
political objectives 
of government 
actors to override 
the interests  
of the doctor  
and patient. 

Legally Speaking
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Advertise today: 

Patrick Carmody • Healthcare Marketing Advisor • pcarmody@advanstar.com • 1.800.225.4569, ext.2621

Your connection to the healthcare industry’s best financial resources  

begins here.

•	 Debt	Management

•	 Asset	Protection	-	Insurance

•	 Retirement	&	Investment	Strategy

•	 Contracts	and	Partnership	Agreements

•	 Partnership	Financial	EvaluationsJustin Nabity

PhysiciansÕ Exclusive Financial Advisors

PhysicianAdvisorsLLC.com  |  877.744.9474

A Family of Doctors and Award-Winning Wealth AdvisorsTM
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SHOWCASE & MARKETPLACE ADVERTISING 

Contact: Tod McCloskey at  

800.225.4569 x 2739 • tmccloskey@advanstar.com

SELLING A PRACTICE??

Buying a Practice? Buying Into a Practice? 
Appraising the Market Value of your Practice? 

Setting up for a Sale or Purchase?  
Looking for a Buyer or Seller?

  I represent physicians selling their practices who 

are considering retiring or relocating. I also represent 

physicians who are interested in appraising and 

evaluating practices they have found themselves. 

  In either case, all the details of your specific practice 

transfer can be arranged in all specialties of medicine 

and surgery. During the past 30 years I have appraised 

and sold hundreds of practices throughout the USA.

Should you need to find a prospective purchaser for your 

practice, I can provide that service. 

  If you would like to be fully prepared for a sale or 

purchase or buy-in, and require an experienced consultant 

representing your interests in a tactful and professional 

manner, I would be pleased to hear from you.

See Website Below for Listing of Practices For Sale.

For Further Information, Contact: 
Gary N. Wiessen

Phone: 631-281-2810 • Fax: 631-395-1224

Email: gnw1@buysellpractices.com
Website (including credentials):
www.buysellpractices.com

Mark J. Nelson MD, FACC, MPH

E-mail: mjnelsonmd7@gmail.com

Advertising in Medical Economics 

has accelerated the growth of our 

program and business by putting 

me in contact with Health Care 

Professionals around the country 

who are the creators and innovators in 

their feld. It has allowed me to help 

both my colleagues and their patients.
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For more information call (800) 807-7380 or visit www.moonlightingsolutions.com

Our night and weekend call coverage increases your
daytime productivity and turns one of your most vexing

problems into a profitable advantage. We offer coverage
for primary care and nearly all medical subspecialties.

Physician-owned and operated, Moonlighting Solutions is
a system you can tailor for only a few shifts per month or

seven nights a week. We provide US-trained, board-certified
physicians. We are not locum tenens or a physician recruitment
firm. Credentialing services are offered and medical malpractice

coverage (with full tail) is available at discounted group rates.

REST ASSURED
WE WORK NIGHTS SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO

For information, call Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 or visit our website at www.wrightsmedia.com

Leverage branded content from Medical Economics to create a more powerful and sophisticated 

statement about your product, service, or company in your next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s 

Media to fnd out more about how we can customize your acknowledgements and recognitions to 

enhance your marketing strategies.

Content Licensing for Every Marketing Strategy

Marketing solutions fit for:

Outdoor |  Direct Mail |  Print Advertising |  Tradeshow/POP Displays | Social Media | Radio & TV
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IN SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE, WE CAN MAKE 
YOUR PRACTICE PERFECT! 

Enjoy four season recreations with no sales or income tax.  
Relax in a safe family setting close to Boston, mountains and seacoast. 
Generous salary, paid vacation/CME, retirement plan, disability 
plus family health and dental benefits provide job security for the 
physician & family. Affiliate with a progressive 200+ bed community 
hospital providing state-of-the-art diagnostic services and a high 
quality “Magnet status” nursing staff. St. Joseph Hospital/SJPS are 
looking for well-trained physicians in the following areas: 

Contact: Sharon Dionne, CMSR, CPC at  
(603) 882-3000 or sdionne@sjhnh.org or check us out at 
www.stjosephhospital.com • No J-1 positions available. 

Internal Medicine Opportunity
Outpatient care in single specialty group with 1:10 Call plus 
Hospitalist support. 

Board Certified Neurologist
General Neurology practice seeks BC Neurologist to take over for 
retiring physician. Position both in & out patient, EMG, EEG with a 
Call of 1:7 weekend and 2:4 weekday. 

Family Practice Physicians
Out-patient primary care (no obstetrics) single-specialty group with 
a 1:14 Call, after hours nurse triage service and Hospitalist support. 

Experienced BC Geriatrician 
The RD Senior Center at St. Joseph Hospital specializes in treating 
the unique medical, emotional and mental health needs of older 
adults. Call is 1 in 10 with Hospitalist support. 

Urgent Care Opportunity; both full and part time 
located in Milford, NH

CONNECT 
with quali�ed leads 
and career professionals

Post a job today

Joanna Shippoli
RECRUITMENT MARKETING ADVISOR
(800) 225-4569, ext. 2615
jshippoli@advanstar.com
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The br idge beTween policy and healThcare delivery

The Last Word

Study: ACA demAndS mAy deter 

fAmily doCS from treAting kidS
by Donna Marbury, MS Content specialist

The availability of primary care services for children 

is declining, as fewer family physicians are seeing 

children, according to a recent Annals of Family 

Medicine study. The study’s authors say they are 

concerned that the Affordable Care Act policies that 

are increasing coverage for adults are spreading the 

services of current family physicians too thin.

“Additionally, current 
geographic maldistribution 
of the child health care 
physician workforce is 
leading to difculty with 
access to care for many 
children and families.” 

When family physicians 
practice obstetrics, they 
also treat more children, 
according to the study. 
Incentives for medical 
students who want to go 
into family medicine and 
the pediatric programs in 
medical schools should be 
strengthened to make the 
profession more proftable 
and less stressful, the study 
says.

“Strengthening 
existing partnerships and 
forging new collaborative 
relationships among 
general pediatric, obstetric, 
and family medicine 
educators may also be 
important if we are to 
ensure a well-trained, 
geographically well-
distributed child physician 
workforce,” the study’s 
authors say. “Policy makers 
must consider how ongoing 
discussions of payment 
reforms, principally aimed 
at value-based purchasing 
and broader population 
management, infuence 
access to care for children in 
areas with few providers.”  

Male family physicians, 
those who are older and 
those in a group practice are 
less likely to provide care to 
children. Also, in years when 
family physicians are taking 
recertifcation exams, they 
see fewer child patients.

The survey was given to 
family physicians taking the 
American Board of Family 
Medicine maintenance of 
certifcation exam between 
2006 and 2009. Because the 
survey was a mandatory 
part of the test, it has a 
100% response rate of 
37,020 physicians.

Family physicians in the 
South and the West see 
fewer child patients than 
do Northeastern physicians. 
The Washington D.C. area 
had the lowest percentage 
of family physicians treating 
children at 45%; while 
84% of Nebraska’s family 
physicians treat children.

The percenTage of 
family physicians  caring 
for children dropped from 
78% in 2000 to 68% in 
2009. That’s a signifcant 
decrease considering that 
family physicians see nearly 
one third of children and 
children make up about 
10% of their practice. 

“Policy discussions 
regarding looming 
physician shortages and 
the implementation of 
healthcare reform have 
focused predominantly 
on adults,” say the study’s 
researchers from the Robert 
Graham Center for Policy 
Studies in Family Medicine 
and Primary Care. “The costs 
of adult-related healthcare 
can overwhelm those of 
children’s care, leaving 
children’s health services 
to be an afterthought in 
the minds of many policy 
makers.”

“Family physicians, 
especially in rural and 
underserved areas, may 
face impossible demands 
to care for a larger insured 
population, resulting in 
decreased capacity to 
provide care for children,” 
the study’s authors say. 

The cosTs of 

adulT-relaTed 

healThcare can 

overwhelm 

... leaving 

children’s 

care as an 

afTerThoughT
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